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Abstract 
We have used a well characterized transplantable transgenic mouse model which mimics 

human acute promyelocytic leukemia (APL), both in its biological characteristics and its 

response to conventional therapeutic drugs. The aim of our study was to better characterize 

the efficacy of the combined treatment and to determine molecular markers of clinical 

outcome. We established a minimal residual disease monitoring based on the high 

sensitivity of detection of PML-RAR transcripts by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) 

technology in APL mice. We showed that oncogene-specific PCR-based assays allow, like 

in patients, the diagnosis, follow-up and prediction of disease evolution. Furthermore, PCR 

assay was used to assess various tissues and organs for the presence of PML-RAR-

positive cells in minimal residual disease free long-term survivors. As expected, majority 

of mice had no measurable tissue level of PML-RAR demonstrating the efficacy of 

immunotherapy. However, tracking the oncogene-positive cells reveals for the first time 

that extramedullary PML-RAR-positive cell reservoirs such as the brain may persist and 

be involved in the leukemia relapse. We aimed at investigating the immune responses 

involved in the anti-leukemic effect of the combined immutherapy. To evaluate the 

humoral response, we determined the prevalence of anti-RAR antibodies in APL mice as 

well as in APL patients using specific ELISA. We reported the presence of higher levels of 

antibodies reacting with PML-RAR and RAR in the sera of treated mice. These 

antibodies were predictive of better survival. In the APL patient, the data reveal for the 

first time that antibody response may be detected at diagnosis and enhanced after 

maintenance therapy.  Using complementary cellular methods, we show that APL-specific 

T cells remain active in vaccinated animals long after the last boost of DNA. The present 

model was chosen as proof of principle, to investigate the feasibility of inducing immunity 

against a tumor-specific human fusion protein using DNA delivery. Evidence of induction 

of humoral and cellular immune response has been obtained. Combining ATRA with DNA 

resulted in increased APL-specific immune responses, with MHC-restricted CD8+ T cell 

responses and increased IFN- production, which rescue the disease. Together with the 

finding of a major role of CD4+ T cells in maintaining the durable remissions, our data 

suggest that in human trials, the combination of ATRA+DNA vaccine should control 

minimal residual disease. 
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Abstrakt 
Pro   naše   studie jsme   využili   dobře   charakterizovaný   transgenní   myší   model   akutní  

promyelocytární   leukémie   (APL),   který   odráží   lidskou   APL   ve   svých   biologických  

vlastnostech  stejně  jako  v odpovědi  na  léčbu  pomocí  konvenční   terapie.  Hlavním  úkolem  

této   studie   bylo   charakterizovat   anti-leukemický   účinek   kombinované   terapie   a   najít  

molekulární   znaky,   které   by   umožnily   předpověď   klinického   výsledku. Zavedli jsme 

metodu  monitorování  minimální  residuální  choroby  založenou  na  vysoké  citlivosti  detekce 

PML-RAR transkriptů   pomocí   polymerázové   řetězové   reakce.   Ukázali   jsme,   že   tato 

metoda   umožňuje   u  myší   stejně   jako   u   pacientů diagnózu, sledování vývoje a   prognózy 

nemoci. Tuto   metodu   jsme   též   využili   při hledání   PML-RARpositivních   buněk   v  

různých   tkáních   a   orgánech   pocházejících   z   dlouhodobě   přežívajících   myší získaných  

imunoterapií.   U   většiny vzorků byl podle   očekávání   signál   negativnícož   potvrdilo 

úspěšnost   kombinované   terapie. U   pěti   z patnácti   myší   jsme   však   pozorovali   positivní  

signál   na onkogen,   což   prokázalo,   že   extramedulární   ložiska   PML-RARpositivních  

buněk,   jako   je   například   mozek/CNS,   mohou   v   organismu   přetrvávat   a   být příčinou  

relapsů. Dále  jsme  se  zaměřili  na  charakterizaci imunitní  odpovědi  vyvolané  imunoterapií. 

Při   studiu   humorální   odpovědi jsme sledovali metodou ELISA přítomnost   protilátek  

reagujících   s   PML-RAR a RAR v sérech   myší   a   pacientů   s APL.   Ukázali   jsme,   že  

léčbou   pomocí   ATRA   dochází   u   myší   ke   zvýšené   tvorbě   anti-RAR protilátek,   která 

koreluje s delším přežíváním   myší.   Protilátky   byly   též   prokázány   u   pacientů   s APL   při  

diagnóze   i   po   léčbě   zahrnující  ATRA.   Studie   buněčné imunity ukázala,   že   během   léčby  

dochází  k aktivaci APL-specifických  cytotoxických  T  lymfocytů,  která  je  závislá  na MHC 

prezentaci antigenu. T   buňky   specificky rozpoznávající   APL   zůstávají   aktivní   u  

vakcinovaných  jedinců  ještě  velmi  dlouho  po  aplikaci  poslední  dávky.  Kombinace  ATRA  

s DNA   vakcinací   vede ke   zvýšení   imunitní   odpovědi   namířené   proti   APL,   společně  

s aktivací  CD8+ T  buněk  a zvýšené  produkci   IFN- Výsledky   in vivo deplečních  pokusů  

poukazují   na   nepostradatelnou   roli   obou  podtypů  CD4+ a CD8+ lymfocytů   pro   navození  

imunitní   odpovědi   namířené   proti   leukemii, vyvolané   DNA   vakcinací   a   zdůrazňují  

klíčovou  roli  CD4+ T buněk  při  udržování  dlouhodobé  remise. Dá  se  tedy  předpokládat,  že  

kombinovaná   terapie  ATRA   a  DNA  vakcinace   se  může   v klinických   studiích   podílet   na  

kontrole  minimální  residuální  choroby. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Acute promyelocytic leukemia 

Acute promyelocytic leukemia (APL) is a distinct subtype of acute myeloid 

leukemia (AML) and accounts for 10% to 15% of all cases of adult AML. 

Morphologically, it is the M3 subtype of the French-American-British classification of 

AMLs and is characterized by abnormal myeloid development, resulting in accumulation 

of leukemic promyelocytes in the bone marrow and in the peripheral blood. 

Cytogenetically, reciprocal and balanced translocation always involves the retinoic acid 

receptor alpha (RAR) gene on chromosome 17 and variable partner gene on distinct 

chromosomes. In more than 97% of APL cases chromosomal translocation t(15;17) is 

found. This translocation fuses the promyelocytic leukemia gene (PML) on chromosome 

15 to the RAR creating two novel fusion genes - PML-RAR and RAR -PML. Whereas 

expression of PML-RAR has been detected in practically all APL patients, RAR-PML 

is expressed in 70-80% of these patients, suggesting that PML-RAR is the key player in 

pathogenesis of APL (Melnick and Licht 1999). In rare cases, RAR fuses to the 

promyelocytic leukemia zinc finger (PLZF) gene, to the nucleophosmin (NPM) gene, to 

the nuclear mitotic apparatus (NuMA) gene or to the signal transducer and activator of 

transcription 5b (STAT5b) gene located on chromosomes 11, 5, 11 or 17, respectively 

(Chen et al. 1993, Redner et al.1996, Wells et al. 1997, Arnould et al. 1999). Clinically, 

APL is associated with severe bleeding tendency due to coagulopathy (disseminated 

intravascular coagulation) and early death due to the hemorrhage still remains the major 

problem during the early treatment phase (Sanz and Montesinos 2010). 

 

APL has been considered the most malignant form of acute leukemia with a very 

rapid and fatal course until the sensitivity of APL blast to chemotherapy was demonstrated 

and complete remissions with treatment by daunorubicin were reported (Bernard et al. 

1973). In 1986, the advent of (all-trans retinoic acid) ATRA as a differentiation therapy by 

the Shanghai group (Zhen Yi Wang) with the great participation of French group (Laurent 

Degos and Christine Chomienne), opened a new era in the history of APL treatment 

(Huang et al. 1988, Chomienne et al. 1990). However, continuous treatment with ATRA 

alone caused secondary resistance to the drug. Many studies came with the finding that 

ATRA followed by chemotherapy significantly reduces relapse rates and improves survival 

of newly diagnosed patients compared to chemotherapy alone (Fenaux et al. 1993, Tallman 
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et al. 1997). Since that time, optimization of regiments by combining ATRA and 

chemotherapy led to the establishment of recent treatment protocols. An important hint in 

the treatment of APL came in 1996 when arsenic trioxide (ATO) was shown to be highly 

effective to induce remissions in untreated and even in ATRA-resistant relapse patients 

(Chen et al. 1996). Several clinical trials show that more than 90% of the patients are 

disease-free and off-treatment after 5 years (Wang and Chen 2008, Sanz et al. 2009). 

Relapse caused by residual leukemia cells, which occurs in 10% to 15% of patients 

remains a major cause of treatment failure and searching new strategies how to prevent 

relapse of the disease is still important (Fenaux et al. 2007). 

 

Current protocols of APL treatment originate from the large center studies of Italian 

GIMEMA  (Gruppo  Italiano  Malattie  Ematologische  dell’Adulto)  and  Spanish  PETHEMA  

(Programa   de   Estudio   y   Tratamiento   de   las   Hemapatías   Malignas)   groups   or   European  

APL group (France, Switzerland, Belgium). APL therapy is divided into three phases: 

induction, consolidation and maintenance. For the induction phase simultaneous 

administration of ATRA and anthracycline-based chemotherapy is currently considered as 

the most appropriate treatment (Adés et al. 2010). ATRA should be applied until the 

complete remission is achieved. Induction or post-remission phases of treatment can be 

risk-adapted  according   to   the  patient’s  age  or   initial  white  blood  cell   counts   (Adés   et   al.  

2006, Lo-Coco et al. 2010, Sanz et al. 2010). Consolidation treatment consists of 2-3 

courses of chemotherapy and using ATRA together with chemotherapy has its clinical 

benefit (Lo-Coco et al. 2010, Sanz et al. 2010). Maintenance therapy is given for two years 

and consists of combination of two chemotherapeutic agents (methotrexate and 6-

mercaptopurin)  together  with  intermittent  ATRA  (Adés  et  al.  2010).  Standard  treatment  of  

the relapse comprises ATO because the APL cells are in most cases resistant to ATRA.  

 

On the molecular level, the RAR portion of the fusion protein is invariable, while 

the amount of PML sequence included in the protein varies and is generated by 

heterologous breakpoint cluster regions (bcr). The largest amount of PML sequence is in 

bcr1 and it is also the most common form present in 70% of patients, whereas bcr3 

contains only short portion of PML (Figure 1). Bcr2 leads to an intermediate length of 

PML sequence within PML-RAR (Melnick and Licht 1999). Detection of the PML-

RAR fusion transcript is not only necessary for diagnosis of APL, but also provides a 
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valuable tool for detecting minimal residual disease (MRD). By using real-time 

quantitative polymerase chain reaction (PCR) PML-RAR transcript can be detected in 

bone marrow or blood samples at a sensitivity of at least 1 leukemic cell in 104 and this 

sensitivity can be even increased when RAR-PML is co-amplified (Grimwade et al. 

2009). MRD monitoring has proved to be useful to observe therapy-response kinetics, to 

predict relapse and to guide relapse-preventive treatment, while the patient has subclinical 

disease (Cassinat et al. 2000, 2009, Grimwade et al. 2009). 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of three fusion transcripts PML-RAR. 
Breakpoint on the RAR gene always occurs within the intron 2, whereas different 
breakpoints can be found on PML gene (intron 6, exon 6 and intron 3). Resulting segments 
then fuse with RAR exon 3 and form different fusion transcripts bcr1, bcr2 and bcr3 
respectively. Numbers in boxes represent PML and RARα exons (according to Lo Coco et 
al. 1999). 

 

1.2. The fusion partners: PML and RARα 
1.2.1.  PML 

Promyelocytic leukemia gene was originally identified at the breakpoint of the 

t(15;;17)  translocation  of  APL  (de  Thé  et al. 1990). Multiple isoforms of PML gene have 

been identified due to the alternative splicing (Jensen et al. 2001). Proteins of the most of 

these isoforms are localized to the nuclear matrix where they form distinct sub-nuclear 
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structures called PML nuclear bodies (PML-NBs), some others are found to accumulate in 

cytoplasm.  

 

PML protein belongs to the large family of proteins that harbors a RING-finger, 

two B-boxes and alpha-helical coiled-coil domains. These domains form together the 

RBCC/TRIM motif (RING-finger – B-boxes – Coiled-Coil, which is also termed 

TRIpartite Motif). In PML, this motif serves to protein-protein interactions and is therefore 

essential for PML-NBs formation. Posttranslational modification of PML protein that tags 

ubiquitin-like peptide SUMO onto specific lysine residues (sumoylation) is also necessary 

for proper assembly of PML into PML-NBs. Many other proteins were found to co-

localize with PML in the PML-NBs either transiently or constitutively (p53, pRB, DAXX, 

CBP, eIF4E). Current models envision that a major function of PML is to recruit and 

concentrate proteins within PML-NBs together with protein-modifying enzymes so the 

posttranslational modifications of partner proteins like sumoylation, ubiquitination, but 

also phosphorylation or acetylation can take place there. These posttranslational 

modifications were found to regulate a wide variety of processes like transcription, 

apoptosis, senescence, DNA repair or stem cell self-renewal (Melnick and Licht 1999, 

Lallemand-Breitenbach and   de   Thé   2010).   Cytoplasmic   PML   plays   a   critical   role   in  

transforming growth factor beta signalling (Lin et al. 2004).  

 

1.2.2.  RAR 

Retinoic acid receptor alpha is one of the retinoid receptors belonging to a large 

family of nuclear hormone receptors, which act as transcription factors. These factors are 

involved in fundamental biological processes, such as development and differentiation. 

RAR is expressed preferentially in myeloid cells and was found to play an important role 

in myeloid development. Two classes of retinoid receptors have been identified - retinoic 

acid receptors (RARs) and retinoid X receptors (RXRs) each composed of and 

isotypes. RARs and RXRs form stable heterodimers, which are required for high affinity 

binding to retinoic acid response elements (RAREs), specific sequences on DNA located in 

promoters of many genes including those of RARs (Melnick and Licht 1999). Upon DNA 

binding, RAR/RXR heterodimers regulate gene expression of retinoic acid target genes in a 

ligand-dependent manner. All-trans-retinoic acid preferentially binds to RARs, whereas 9-
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cis-retinoic acid binds equally well to both RARs and RXRs. RARs modulate transcription 

through interaction with co-factors. In the absence of retinoic acid ligand, they associate 

with co-repressor molecules. These co-repressors, such as nuclear receptor co-repressor (N-

CoR) or silencing mediator for retinoid and thyroid hormone receptor (SMRT), then recruit 

histone deacetylases (HDACs), which modify histones to repress transcription. Binding of 

ligand induces conformational changes, which decrease the affinity for binding co-

repressors and make new residues available to bind to histone acetyltransferase (HAT) co-

activator proteins, such as CREB-binding protein (CBP), leading to the stimulation of gene 

transcription (Melnick and Licht 1999). Taken together, binding of the RAR/RXR 

heterodimer onto RAREs causes transcriptional repression in absence of retinoic acid 

ligand, but strong activation in its presence. 

 

1.2.3.  PML-RAR 

Product of the translocated genes, PML-RARwas found to alter PML formation 

into the PML-NBs and abrogates PML functions that are dependent on nuclear body 

formation. PML-RAR fusion protein retains all the critical functional domains found in 

both of its parental proteins and can bind to DNA, heterodimerize with RXRs and bind its 

retinoic acid ligand. Its oncogenic properties arise from several features. The main is its 

ability to form stable homodimers of the chimeric protein due to the powerful dimerization 

domain of PML. Such homodimer formation enhances co-repressor recruitment and these 

are bind with increased affinity leading to transcriptional repression and silencing of target 

genes. As RAR signalling regulates myeloid differentiation, it could be assumed that the 

differentiation block is the consequence of transcriptional inhibition of the key 

developmental regulators of myeloid differentiation (Melnick and Licht 1999). 

Concurrently, RAR part of the fusion protein retains the ability to heterodimerize with 

RXR, resulting thus in the formation of multimeric complexes of PML-RAR homodimer 

bound to RXRs. These heterotetramers can bind not only to RAREs, but also to novel 

binding sites on DNA. These de novo binding sites are recognized by other nuclear 

receptors controlling myeloid differentiation or stem cell self renewal. PML-RAR 

titration of RXR could also be important, as most RXR is bound to the chimeric protein 

(de  Thé  and  Chen  2010).   
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1.3. Therapeutic effects of ATRA and/or ATO  
The final result of the treatment with both ATRA and ATO is the degradation of 

PML-RAR protein, restoration of PML-NBs and normal retinoid signalling. However, 

each agent targets different part of the PML-RAR protein. 

 
1.3.1.  Effect of ATRA 

ATRA triggers rapid leukemia promyelocytes differentiation into granulocytes both 

ex vivo and in vivo (Castaigne et al. 1990, Chomienne et al.1990, Degos et al. 1995). In 

APL, the differentiation block is believed to be connected with increased activity of the 

PML-RAR protein to bind co-repressors (SMRT, N-CoR) and HDACs than wild-type 

RAR. Dissociation of co-repressors, binding of co-activators and subsequent restoring of 

differentiation requires pharmacological doses (10-6 mol/L) of ATRA (Figure 2). This is in 

contrast to the physiologic heterodimer RAR/RXR, which releases co-repressors at 10-9 

mol/L ATRA, potentially explaining the need for high doses of ATRA to stimulate 

differentiation in APL. ATRA also induces PML-RAR degradation through different 

degradation pathways and this phenomenon seems to be important for disease eradication 

(reviewed  in  Zhang  et  al.  2000,  Nasr  et  al.  2008,  de  Thé  and  Chen  2010). 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. The classical model of APL pathogenesis. PML-RAR homodimers bind and 
repress RAR target genes through enhanced recruitment of co-repressors. 
Pharmacological doses of retinoic acid (RA) convert PML-RAR into an activator and 
restores differentiation of APL cells, yielding clinical remissions. HAT, histone acetyl 
transferase;;  HDAC,  histone  deacetylase;;  (According  to  de  Thé  and  Chen  2010). 
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1.3.2.  Effect of ATO 
In APL cells, high concentrations of ATO induce apoptosis, low concentrations of 

ATO induces partial differentiation (Chen et al. 1997). In contrast to ATRA, which targets 

the RAR moiety, ATO degrades PML-RAR by targeting its PML part and degrades also 

the normal PML protein. But first restores the formation of PML-NBs.  

 

Because ATRA and ATO target PML-RAR oncoprotein through different sites 

and via distinct pathways, their synergistic effect was suggested and confirmed by studies 

in mice (Lallemand-Breitenbach  et  al.  1999  and  2005,  de  Thé  and  Chen  2010).   

 

In APL patients, a complication called differentiation syndrome may occur during 

the treatment with ATRA or ATO. This syndrome is caused by differentiating leukemic 

myeloid cells, which secrete cytokines that induce capillary leaks and pulmonary distress 

(Montesinos and Sanz 2011). 

 

 

1.4. APL mouse models 
Two most important APL mouse models were generated in 1997. In these models, 

either the human migration inhibitory factor-related protein 8 (hMRP8) or the human 

cathepsin G (hCG) regulatory sequences drive the expression of PML-RAR fusion 

protein to myeloid cells (Brown et al. 1997, Grisolano et al. 1997, He et al. 1997). 

Targeting the expression of PML-RAR specifically to the early stages of myeloid cells 

turned out to be important because promoters with ubiquitous expression like -actin or 

those that induce expression during the late stages of myeloid development (CD11b) failed 

to initiate APL disease (Early et al. 1996, He et al. 1997). 

 

In the mouse model generated by Brown and colleagues, a human bcr1 PML-

RAR cDNA was expressed as a transgene with the use of the hMRP8 expression cassette 

(Brown et al. 1997). MRP8 is a small calcium binding protein expressed in myeloid 

precursors and during neutrophilic and monocytic differentiation, but not in lymphocytes, 

erythrocytes, megakaryocytes or eosinophils. This 3,6 kilobase expression cassette was 

created by deleting coding sequences from hMRP8 gene (Lagasse et al. 1994).  
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In mice bearing hMRP8-PML-RAR, a disturbance of hematopoiesis was found, 

which presented as a partial block of differentiation in the neutrophil lineage and 

progressed with low frequency to APL. The typical features of this leukemia were pale 

bone marrow, lymphadenopathy and hepatosplenomegaly. Normal hematopoietic cells in 

bone marrow were completely replaced by leukemic cells and leukemic cells invaded 

throughout kidneys, reproductive organs or the meninges. The leukemic mice were also 

abnormally susceptible to bleeding. Peripheral blood counts were notable for anemia and 

thrombocytopenia in the absence of leukocytosis. Both preleukemic state and the overt 

leukemia were transplantable into nontransgenic syngeneic recipients. Mouse leukemic 

cells differentiated in vitro and also in vivo in response to ATRA, which was accompanied 

by disappearance of immature cells from peripheral blood and the restoration of normal 

peripheral blood values (Brown et al. 1997).  

 

In addition, mice developed severe papillomatosis of the skin before or at the onset 

of leukemia. This may be due to the fact that the hMRP8 cassette allows the PML-RAR 

expression in epidermal skin cells as well, further demonstrating the neoplastic activity of 

this fusion protein (Brown et al. 1997). 

 

It is believed that this mouse model of leukemia represents a true analog of the 

human disease. APL in both species shares the promyelocytic character of the leukemic 

cells and the capacity of APL cells to differentiate in response to ATRA. Similar to human 

is also bleeding tendency in leukemic mice due to the thrombocytopenia (Brown et al. 

1997, Kogan 2000).  

 

The features of leukemia in hCG-PML-RAR mice were similar to those in 

hMRP8-PML-RAR on some aspects, especially the extensive infiltration of leukemic 

cells in several organs. However, elevated numbers of white blood cells were observed in 

peripheral blood of leukemic mice (Grisolano et al. 1997). Other PML-RAR-driven 

mouse models are summarized in Table 1. 

 

The long latency period, together with the low penetrance of the disease in both of 

the mouse models suggests that leukemogenesis caused by PML-RAR requires additional 
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genetic changes (Brown et al. 1997, Grisolano et al. 1997, He et al. 1997). The incidence 

of APL in humans is almost constant over the life span so it could be presumed that APL in 

humans is a single step process with the translocation both necessary and sufficient for the 

development of the leukemia (Vickers et al. 2000). It is important to note that in humans 

the t(15;17) translocation reduces the normal PML and RAR genes to heterozygosity, 

whereas transgenic mice still carry two normal copies of these genes. Inactivation of 

normal PML gene contributes to APL leukemogenesis as the inactivation of only one PML 

allele is sufficient to affect the incidence and latency of the disease in transgenic mice 

(Rego et al. 2001). It was also demonstrated that mouse leukemia initiated by PML-RAR 

have a defined spectrum of genetic changes including an intersticial deletion of 

chromosome 2, gain of chromosome 15 (8 and 10) and loss of a sex chromosome 

(Zimonjic et al. 2000, Le Beau et al. 2002). These secondary mutations are likely to 

contribute to the development of leukemia in transgenic mice. In addition, over-expression 

of bcl-2 in early myeloid cells (Kogan et al. 2001), or the co-expression of an inactivated 

fms-related tyrosine kinase (FLT3) allele (Kelly et al. 2002), or conditional expression of 

oncogenic K-ras (Chan et al. 2006) increases the penetrance of the APL phenotype in 

transgenic mice expressing PML-RAR. In APL patients, secondary abnormalities were 

detected in 38% of cases (Le Beau et al. 2002). 4% to 10% of APL patients harbor 

oncogenic ras mutation (Chan et al. 2006), and approximately 37% of t(15;17) APL 

patients have mutations that constitutively activate the FTL3 tyrosine kinases (Kottaridis et 

al. 2001) favoring the progression of APL disease.  

 

PML-RAR mouse models importantly contributed to the investigation of 

leukemia initiating cells (LICs) in APL. LICs are a minor subpopulation of cells 

responsible for leukemia initiation and maintenance. It is believed that LICs share many 

properties of normal hematopoietic stem cells, such as self-renewal, pluripotency and 

quiescence and are inefficiently targeted by many therapies, notably chemotherapy. In 

AML patient samples such population of rare cells was found in the CD34+/CD38- 

compartment. These cells were shown to be capable of initiating and sustaining growth of 

leukemia in immunodeficient mice (Wang and Dick 2005). These LICs were found in all 

tested subtypes of AMLs (AML-M1, -M2, -M4, and -M5), but were never demonstrated in 

APL associated with PML-RAR fusion transcript, suggesting that LICs were not present 

in this differentiated subtype of leukemia, or were resident in another hematopoietic 
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compartment (Wojiski et al. 2009). Studies done on APL mouse models have shown that in 

APL, LICs have a more mature phenotype compared with those of other AMLs. 

Committed myeloid cells with promyelocyte phenotype (CD34+, c-kit+, FcRIII/II+, Gr1int) 

were found to have the property of APL-initiating cells because they efficiently generated 

leukemia in syngeneic recipient mice (Guibal et al. 2009). Another study came with the 

interesting observation that cells expressing PML-RAR oncogene acquire properties of 

self-renewal both in vitro and in vivo (Wojiski et al. 2009). 

 

Table 1. PML-RARdriven mouse models 

Transgene, 
model 

Promoter used, 
targeted cell type Phenotype APL 

incidence 
ATRA 

response References 

PML-RAR 
transgenic 

mouse 

CD11b, 

granulocytes 
Defects in 

hematopoiesis N/A Yes Early et al. 
1996 

PML-RAR 

transgenic 
mouse 

Metallothionein, 

ubiquitous 
expression 

Liver 

 pathology 
N/A No David et al. 

1997 

PML-RAR 
(bcr1), 

transgenic 
mouse 

hMRP8, 

promyelocytes and 
basal keratinocytes 

APL 35% Yes Brown et al. 
1997 

PML-RAR 
(bcr1), 

transgenic 
mouse 

Cathepsin G, 

promyelocytes 
APL 20% Yes 

Grisolano et 
al. 1997,  

He et al. 
1997 

PML-RAR  
GFP 

retroviral 
vector 

Lin- cells APL 80% Yes Minucci et 
al. 2002 

PML-RAR 
knock-in 

transgenic 
mouse 

Cathepsin G, 

promyelocytes 
APL 90% Yes Westervelt 

et al. 2003 

PML-RAR 

 knock-in 

Mouse PML, later 
myeloid 

progenitors 
APL 7% unknown Welch et al. 

2008 

(According to Lallemand-Breitenbach  et  al.  2005,  de  Thé  and  Chen  2010) 
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The PML-RAR mouse models of APL have been useful for understanding the 

mechanisms by which PML-RAR contributes to leukemia. These mouse models also 

have a significant role in developing new therapeutic approaches and in elucidating their 

actual mechanism of action. 

 

1.5. APL and the immune system 
1.5.1.  Interaction between the immune system and APL cells 

In APL, fusion protein PML-RAR arising from specific t(15;17) chromosomal 

rearrangement is linked uniquely to the leukemic process and is strictly restricted in its 

expression to leukemic cells, thus representing a leukemia specific antigen. This antigen 

might be recognized by T cells, either CD8+ or CD4+ in class I or class II HLA restriction. 

Human APL blast cells have been shown to express HLA class I molecules, but 

only very low levels of MHC class II molecules (Brouwer et al. 2000, Paietta et al. 2004). 

Although the PML-RAR protein has an intracellular location, enzymatic degradation 

products of this fusion protein could be presented on cell surface as short peptides within 

the cleft of HLA molecules and should make the leukemic cells susceptible to T cell 

recognition. 

 

The first evidence that PML-RAR fusion protein can be specifically recognized 

by the immune system comes from the study of Gambacorti-Passerini and colleagues. In 

this study, a 25-mer peptide corresponding to the fusion region of the PML-RAR protein 

was shown to be specifically recognized by human CD4+ T lymphocytes in vitro. The 

recognition seems to be restricted to autologous antigen presenting cells (APCs) expressing 

HLA-DR11. Reactivity toward peptides corresponding to the same regions of the normal 

PML and RAR proteins was not detected (Gambacorti-Passerini et al. 1993). However, in 

the subsequent study, the same peptide did not stimulate the immune responses in 

lymphocytes from APL patients expressing HLA-DR11 and no cloned T cells from the 

same patients reacted with APCs presenting the breakpoint peptide (Dermime et al. 1996). 

When PML-RAR breakpoint peptides were tested for binding to human HLA class I 

molecules, a low affinity binding was observed (Bocchia et al. 1995) and only one binding 

motif of bcr1 transcript was found for HLA-Cw*0301 (Gambacorti-Passerini et al. 1997).  
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Bolognesi and colleagues tested the hypothesis that the junction PML-RAR 

sequences are target for immune response and influence susceptibility to the disease. In 

this case, HLA class I allele frequencies would be different between bcr1 and bcr3 patients. 

The A*1, A*30, B*51, B*41, Cw*0602, and Cw*1701 alleles showed a different 

distribution between bcr1 and bcr3 APL patients, but in no case were the data statistically 

significant. No difference was detected between bcr1 and bcr3 when HLA alleles were 

grouped according to their peptide binding specificities. However, comparing HLA 

frequencies, clinical features at diagnosis and clinical outcome of the homogenously 

treated patients, the authors (Bolognesi et al. 2000) observed a statistically significant 

association between HLA-B*13 and risk of relapse. 

 

Anti-leukemia activity was found in very exceptional cases of spontaneous 

remission of acute leukaemia (at least 2 cases of APL). Activation of immune system was 

documented by increased serum levels of TNF-, IFN-, IL-2 as well as an increased 

number of natural killer (NK) cells and hypergammaglobulinemia, which have been 

implicated as possible involved mechanism (Maywald et al. 2004). The potential role of 

bacterial infection was proposed and various therapeutic trials of bacterial extracts 

inoculation including vaccination were evaluated. 

 

Experiments in animal models have also provided evidences for induction of 

immune responses to leukemic cells. Mice vaccinated with irradiated APL cells survived 

longer than non-vaccinated mice after challenge with leukemic cells. One of the mice 

injected with irradiated APL cells developed antibodies to human PML-RAR and 

survived longer than the last surviving antibody-negative mouse of the mice treated with 

irradiated APL cells, suggesting that proteins from irradiated APL cells could induce 

protective immune response (Padua et al. 2003).  

 

Evidence that the adaptive immune system can clear APL cells via the recognition 

of leukemia-specific antigens in vivo comes from the study of Pollock and colleagues. 

They found that the dose of 100-fold fewer APL cells is sufficient to cause lethal disease in 

SCID mice than in their immunocompetent counterparts (Pollock et al. 2005). Similarly, 

finding that survival of liposomal-ATRA-treated APL SCID mice was inferior to that of 
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immunocompetent recipients shows that adaptive immunity cooperates with 

pharmacologic therapy to induce and maintain remissions (Westervelt et al. 2002). 

 

1.5.2.  Immune escape of leukemic cells 
Despite the fact that immune responses against leukemic cells exist, it is obvious 

that they are in most cases insufficient to control the malignant cell proliferation. This 

failure results from the ability of leukemic cells to develop various mechanisms to escape 

the immune-mediated surveillance (Igney and Krammer 2002). Many of these escape 

mechanisms are now known from various tumors and have been studied also in AMLs. 

 

Impaired antigen presentation by the leukemic cells appears to be one of the main 

causes of immune escape. Zheng and colleagues suggested that malfunction of PML can 

affect recognition of APL cells by T lymphocytes due to the down-regulation of MHC 

class I expression. They reported that expression of PML-RAR in NB4 cell line, a cell 

line derived from APL patient (Lanotte et al. 1991), may interfere with the normal function 

of PML in regulating the genes involved in the endoplasmic reticulum class I peptide-

loading pathway. ATRA treatment of NB4 cells led to the degradation of PML-RAR, 

morphologic differentiation and an increase in expression of cell surface MHC class I 

molecules (Zheng et al. 1998). However, two studies have questioned this finding by 

showing no down-regulation of HLA molecules on human APL cells as well as in human 

cell lines and demonstrated that PML is not directly involved in the regulation of MHC 

class I expression (Larghero et al. 1999, Bruno et al. 2003). 

 

T cell activation requires besides the binding of a peptide-MHC complex to the T 

cell receptor also binding of co-stimulatory molecules to their ligands (e.i. CD28 on T cells 

to CD80 or CD86 on APCs). Without sufficient co-stimulation, T cell is rendered anergic 

and does not become activated when restimulated with antigen. Expression of co-

stimulatory molecules is very variable on AML cells. APL patients have been shown to 

express relatively low levels of CD80, CD86 and CD40 co-stimulatory molecules. 

However, this expression could be up-regulated by incubating the leukemic cells for 24 

hours and is associated with increased recognition of APL blasts by cytotoxic T 

lymphocytes (CTLs) (Brouwer et al. 2000). It was reported that ATRA treatment up-

regulated expression of CD86 in HL-60 cell line, a cell line established from patient with 
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AML M2 subtype (Geary and Ashman 1996). ATRA treatment also up-regulated 

expression of CD80, CD86, and CD40 together with HLA-DR molecules on NB4 cell line 

(Park et al. 2004). 

 

Regulatory T lymphocytes (T regs), which serve to limit immune responses may 

play a critical role in immune suppression in AML. These cells were shown to accumulate 

in the periphery as well as in bone marrow of newly diagnosed patients with AML, 

including patients with APL, and displayed strong suppressive functions. This high 

suppressive activity of T regs was concomitant with secretion of TNF- and IL-10 

cytokines and with inhibition of proliferation and cytokine production (IL-2, IFN-) by 

CD4+CD25- T cells (Wang et al. 2005). It was shown that retinoids promote generation of 

immune-suppressive FoxP3+ regulatory T cells while they suppress the T cell 

differentiation into inflammatory Th17 cells in vitro (Elias et al. 2008) and also in the 

periphery such as intestine (Kim 2008). This would suggest a possible harmful role of 

ATRA on immune responses during APL treatment, but no study investigating the 

relationship between ATRA and regulatory T cells in the context of APL disease has been 

published. Another study by Kang and colleagues found a novel function of retinoic acid in 

differentiation of naive FoxP3- T cells into a gut-homing FoxP3+ regulatory T cell subset. 

These in vitro retinoid-induced FoxP3+ T cells uniquely expressed CCR9 and 47, the 

major homing receptors for mucosal tissues (particularly intestine), and after injection into 

mouse localized preferentially into the lamina propria of the small intestine, whereas only a 

few cells were found in peripheral blood, bone marrow or spleen (Kang et al. 2007).  

 

The location of leukemic cells may also be an obstacle to recognition, for instance 

in the central nervous system, which is considered as an immunologically privileged site. 

Interestingly, relapses of APL disease have been reported within this site (Akoz et al. 2007, 

Chow and Feusner 2009). 

 

Escape from the apoptotic pathway is another important mechanism in 

carcinogenesis. Various anti-apoptotic proteins are involved in apoptosis resistance of 

tumors. Expression of the anti-apoptotic protein Bcl-2 has been observed in AMLs, 

including APL cells, and Bcl-2 expression has been associated with poor prognosis 

(Campos et al. 1993, Bensi et al. 1995, Karakas et al. 1998). Bcl-2 was shown to cooperate 
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with the PML-RAR contributing to oncogenesis in mouse model of APL (Kogan et al. 

2001). HL-60 cells express Bcl-2 and when treated with ATRA, expression of Bcl-2 is 

reduced (Delia et al. 1992). Similarly HL-60 cell line was shown to down-regulate the 

expression of survivin, inhibitor of apoptosis, after the treatment with ATRA. Lower levels 

of survivin expression were also observed on primary APL cells compared to primary cells 

of other types of acute leukemia (Mori et al. 2002). Down-regulated transcription of anti-

apoptotic genes BCL-XL, cIAP2, XIAP and of survivin via suppression of the NF-B 

signalling network after the treatment with ATO have been described in NB4 cells 

(Momeny et al. 2010). 

 

Tumor cells may not only passively resist destruction by the immune system, but 

may also actively kill tumor infiltrating lymphocytes by expressing Fas ligand on their cell 

surface. Fas ligand (FasL, CD178) and Fas receptor (CD95/Apo-1) interactions play an 

important role in the regulation of the immune response and FasL participates in 

maintaining a state of tumor immune privilege. ATRA-induced differentiation of APL and 

HL-60 cells resulted in decreased expression of both Fas and its ligand. APL cells before 

treatment were able to induce apoptosis of co-cultured T (Jurkat) cells and this ability was 

reduced after the treatment with ATRA, suggesting the beneficial effect of differentiation 

therapy (Salih et al. 2002). 

 

It seems that APL cells utilize various mechanisms, which enable them to escape 

from immune surveillance. ATRA or ATO therapy might at least in part overcome or 

reverse these mechanisms. 

 

1.5.3.  ATRA and the immune system 
Vitamin A and its derivatives play an essential role in multiple biological processes 

including the control of the immune responses. Various immune system dysfunctions can 

be observed in the case of vitamin A deficiency in humans as well as in mice (Smith et al. 

1987, Villamor and Fawzi 2005).  

 

Central role in the development of adaptive immune responses play dendritic cells 

(DCs) by providing antigen together with co-stimulatory signals to T cells. Thus any effect 
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that retinoids may exert on this cell type might have implications for the development of 

adaptive immunity. Kumarstev and colleagues showed that the administration of ATRA to 

tumor-bearing mice reduced dramatically the number of immature myeloid cells and 

differentiated these cells both in vitro and in vivo into mature dendritic cells, macrophages 

and granulocytes. This effect was accompanied by improved CD4- and CD8-mediated 

tumor-specific immune responses. Moreover, the combination of ATRA with cancer 

vaccines in two tumor models significantly prolonged the antitumor effect of the treatment 

(Kumarstev et al. 2003). Effect of immature DCs differentiation (Langerhans cell type) has 

been shown in another study by Geissmann and colleagues. In their study, retinoids 

induced activation of immature DCs into mature DCs in the presence of inflammatory 

cytokines but in contrast, absence of inflammatory cytokines led to apoptosis of DCs 

(Geissmann et al. 2003). ATRA together with granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating 

factor (GM-CSF) can enhance differentiation of monocytes into dendritic-like cells. These 

cells are more effective at inducing CD4+ T cell proliferation, IL-12 production and T cell 

activation as shown by IFN- production (Mohty et al. 2003). Effect of ATRA treatment 

on phenotype and function of dendritic cells, the presence of immature myeloid cells and 

antigen-specific immune response was evaluated in the patients with renal cell carcinoma, 

showing that ATRA at effective concentrations eliminate immature myeloid cells both in 

vitro and in vivo, improve dendritic cell function and antigen-specific T-cell response 

(Mirza et al. 2006).  

 

ATRA seems to enhance the terminal differentiation of B cells into antibody-

secreting cells. This effect is mediated through binding of ligand to the retinoic acid 

receptors that are expressed by B cells (Morikawa and Nonaka 2005). Retinoic acid 

inhibits apoptosis of activated T cells at the end of the immune response when most T cells 

spontaneously undergo apoptosis. This effect of retinoic acid is correlated with its ability to 

increase the production of IL-2 (Engedal et al. 2004).  

 

Thus, ATRA is not only the potent inducer of cell differentiation, but also can 

impact on immune response by various mechanisms. 
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1.6. Immunotherapy 
Recognition and destruction of leukemic cells by the immune system is of great 

interest for the development of immunotherapeutic strategies. Because the leukemia 

specific antigens are only weakly immunogenic, the basic aim of immunotherapy is to 

boost the immunity in order to elicit an effective immune response together with 

immunological memory that will be able to maintain continuous surveillance against 

emergent cancer cells. Such new strategies would be helpful in decreasing the rate of 

relapse and prolonging disease free survival of patients with leukemia. 

 

One of the strategies to control persisting residual APL disease after induction of 

remission is hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT). In HSCT, both T cells and 

NK cells are implicated in graft versus leukemia (GvL) effect. Unfortunately, graft-versus-

host disease (GvHD) remains the main cause of transplantation-related mortality and limits 

the use of HSCT. The high cure rate obtained using ATRA and chemotherapy indicates 

that there is no role for routine use of HSCT for APL patients who are in the first 

molecular remission at the end of consolidation. Allogeneic HSCT is recommended for 

patients remaining PCR-positive after salvage therapy with ATO with an available HLA-

idential donor, whereas autologous HSCT is a valid alternative for patients ineligible for 

allogeneic transplantation (Sanz et al. 2009). 

 

Various other immunotherapy strategies were tested on leukemia cell lines, in 

preclinical animal models or even in the human trials. These strategies may combine 

specific with non-specific stimulators such as cytokines or various adjuvants or 

immunomodulatory agents and implicate cellular and humoral responses. Such strategies 

can be divided into passive or active immunotherapy approaches. Passive immunotherapy 

strategies comprise antibodies or other agents like T cells or NK cells that are given to the 

cancer patient, so the patient adopts an immune response that has been developed in vitro. 

The aim of antibody-mediated immunotherapy is to achieve specific binding of an 

antibody to a leukemic cell, followed by clearance of the leukemic cells via antibody-

dependent cell cytotoxicity, complement activation or induction of apoptosis via activation 

of caspases. The most commonly used antibody for treatment of AML patients is anti-

CD33 antibody. CD33, a surface glycoprotein, is expressed on 90% of AML blasts 

including APL blasts. In normal tissue, its expression is restricted to hematopoietic 
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myeloid progenitor cells. The advantage of antibody-based immunotherapy is the 

possibility to conjugate antibodies with toxins (gemtuzumab ozogamicin) or radionuclides 

making them clinically more efficient. On the other hand, CD33 is expressed by normal 

progenitor cells, which could lead to various side effects (Smits et al. 2009). Ligation of 

monoclonal antibody anti-CD44 (A3D8) has been shown to trigger massive apoptosis of 

the APL-derived NB4 cell line via mechanism involving a caspase-dependent pathway and 

a serine protease-dependent pathway (Charrad et al. 2002, Maquarre et al. 2005). 

 

Active immunotherapy involves the induction of a cellular immune response in vivo 

in the patient to eliminate leukemic cells. Because AML cells originate from the same 

precursor as DCs, it is possible to direct the differentiation of AML cells towards DCs by 

culturing AML cells with a mix of appropriate cytokines. Narita and colleagues tried to 

generate DCs from leukemic cells of the patient with APL. They cultured leukemic cells 

with GM-CSF, IL-4 and TNF-. After 10 days these cells expressed CD1a and co-

stimulatory as well as MHC class II molecules and were shown to be efficient stimulators 

in allogeneic mixed leukocyte cultures (Narita et al. 2001). 

 

Another approach using DCs is to load them with leukemia specific or associated 

antigen. This can be performed by pulsing DCs with peptides derived from leukaemia 

antigen, transferring DNA or RNA molecules encoding leukaemia antigen into DCs, or 

loading DCs with leukemic cell lysates, apoptotic or necrotic leukemic cells. DCs pulsed 

with peptides derived from PML-RAR were used in a study by Osman and colleagues. In 

this study, monocyte derived DCs from HLA-matched donors were pulsed ex vivo with a 

12-mer peptide obtained from the fusion protein present in APL cells. These peptide-

pulsed DCs were able to stimulate T cells and to lyse cells from APL patients in vitro 

(Osman et al. 1999). Another study used blood donor derived DCs to generate ex vivo 

cytotoxic T lymphocytes of the patient targeted against fusion protein present in APL-

derived cell line NB4. These dendritic cells were pulsed with plasmid vectors containing 

variable portions of PML-RAR sequence (Gallagher et al. 2007).  

 

Another approach is to use antigen-specific vaccines based on peptides or DNA. 

Peptides that represent leukemia specific or associated antigens were tested for their ability 

to induce activation of specific T cells. Peptide vaccines are attractive to use in clinical 
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trials because they are relatively cheap, easily manufactured to clinical grade and easy to 

administer. However, the significant limitation is that peptide vaccine use is restricted to 

patients with appropriate HLA type (Barrett and Rezvani 2007). 

 

We have chosen DNA vaccination as an immunotherapy approach in order to 

increase the immune potential of APL patient. That is why DNA vaccines will be 

discussed with special interest in the next chapter. 

 

1.7. DNA vaccines 
DNA vaccines consist of plasmid vectors derived from bacteria that contain 

heterologous genes inserted under the control of a promoter, allowing protein expression in 

mammalian cells. These inserted genes are usually tumor specific or tumor associated 

antigens, against which immunity need to be boosted or different genes for 

immunostimulatory molecules (genes for cytokines, chemokines, co-stimulatory 

molecules, APC-targeting antibodies and molecules to manipulate antigen presentation 

and/or processing). DNA vaccines were shown to provide practical and effective way to 

induce broad-based immune responses (both humoral and cellular) and have shown great 

promise in generating protective immune responses against several diseases in 

experimental animal systems (Rice et al. 2008, Stevenson et al. 2010).  

 

The idea of injecting naked DNA in vivo without any special delivery system to 

direct protein expression comes from 1990. Injection of DNA expression vector containing 

several different reporter genes into the mouse muscle resulted in transfection of muscle 

cells and production of the plasmid-encoded proteins. Activity of one of the reporter genes 

was present in the muscle for at least 2 months (Wolff et al. 1990). Subsequently, a further 

study reported the gene expression a year or more after intramuscular injection of plasmid 

DNA (Wolff et al. 1992). When the gene encoding the nucleoprotein of influenza A virus 

was tested in similar plasmid, induction of specific humoral and cellular responses was 

observed, accompanied by protection against subsequent influenza challenge (Ulmer et al. 

1993). These initial studies provided evidence that this simple technique could be used as 

an immunization tool. Since that time, many experiments have been done to evaluate 
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different factors that determine the efficiency of gene transfer and immunogenicity of 

plasmid DNA. 

 

1.7.1.  DNA vaccine mechanism 
The optimized gene sequence inserted into the plasmid is delivered to the muscle or 

skin by injection or other various methods such as gene gun or electroporation. Using the 

host cellular machinery, the plasmid which is delivered to the cell by endocytosis or 

autophagy, enters the nucleus of transfected cell such as keratinocyte or myocyte, 

including resident APCs. Expression of plasmid-encoded gene is followed by generation of 

protein, which is converted in peptides and these can be presented in the context of both 

MHC class molecules on APCs. Antigen loaded APCs travel to the draining lymph nodes 

where they present antigenic peptide-MHC complexes in combination with signalling by 

co-stimulatory molecules to naive T cells. This interaction provides the necessary signals 

to initiate an immune response and to activate and expand T cells or B cells. Both humoral 

and cellular immune responses could be engendered (Figure 3). Dendritic cells can also 

acquire relevant antigens and stimulate MHC class I restricted CTLs by phagocytosing 

apoptotic cells through indirect process of transfer of antigenic material, which is termed 

cross-presentation (Kutzler and Weiner 2008).  

 

Taken together, there are at least three mechanisms by which the antigen encoded 

by plasmid DNA is processed and presented to elicit immune response: (a) direct priming 

by somatic cells (keratinocytes, myocytes or any MHC II negative cells); (b) direct 

transfection of professional antigen presenting cells (dendritic cells); (c) cross-priming in 

which plasmid DNA transfects a somatic cell and the secreted protein or apoptotic bodies 

from such a cell is taken up by other professional APCs and presented to T cells (Figure 3). 

 

Transfected muscle cells express antigen and act as a target for immune effector 

cells. Surprisingly, they can upregulate MHC class I and co-stimulatory molecules, with 

production of cytokines and chemokines, raising the question of a continuing role in 

immune activation (Shirota et al. 2007). However, for induction of high-level immunity, 

transfer to APCs is needed. 
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Figure 3. DNA vaccine mechanism. DNA vaccines are generally injected into muscle and 
encoded antigen is then expressed in myocytes. For activation of T cells, antigen must be 
transferred to professional APCs. A small proportion of DNA is also taken up directly by APCs. 
Furthermore, APCs may capture and process antigens produced and shed by transfected myocytes 
or take-up and cross-present antigens from transfected myocytes that has undergone apoptosis or 
necrosis. APCs then migrate to draining lymph node, where they activate effector cells. TCR, T 
cell receptor; BCR, B cell receptor; (According to Kutzler and Weiner 2008). 
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1.7.2.  DNA fusion gene vaccine design 
The plasmid DNA is engineered for optimal expression in eukaryotic cells. The 

basic requirements for a plasmid DNA vector include a transcriptional unit, which consists 

of a strong promoter for optimal expression in mammalian cells and a cloning site that 

should be located downstream of the promoter for insertion of various genes and inclusion 

of polyadenylation (termination of transcription signal) sequence. Polyadenylation 

provides stabilization of mRNA transcripts. Because these plasmid vaccines are produced 

in bacteria, the other essential requirements are a bacterial origin of replication, providing 

high plasmid copy numbers in bacteria, and a selectable marker. Most commonly used 

selectable markers are bacterial antibiotic resistance genes (Gurunathan et al. 2000).  

 

Tumor specific or tumor associated antigens should be included in a suitable 

molecular form, ranging from full-length sequence, required to induce an antibody 

response, to short MHC class I- or II-binding peptides to optimize induction of T-cell 

responses. Intracellular routing of expressed antigen should also be managed. For inducing 

efficient antibody response, the common assumption is to target the antigen to the 

endoplasmic reticulum (ER) by inducing the leader (signal) sequence. In ER folding and 

initial glycosylation of antigenic protein occur. Antigen targeted to the cytosol will gain 

direct access to the proteasomal degradation machinery for induction of peptide-specific 

CD8+ T cell responses. However, there is evidence that guiding protein to the ER by using 

a leader sequence can also promote induction of CD8+ T cell responses, probably due to 

the retrograde transfer of protein from the ER to the cytosol (Rice et al. 2008). 

 

1.7.3.  DNA stimulation of innate immunity 
Bacterial DNA includes sequence motifs that stimulate innate immunity, creating 

an inflammatory milieu for triggering the adaptive immune responses. These are 

unmethylated cytosine-phosphate-guanosine (CpG) dinucleotides with appropriate flanking 

regions  composed  in  mice  of  two  5’  purines  and  two  3’  pyrimidines.  Such motifs represent 

one form of the pathogen-associated molecular patterns capable of activating the innate 

immunity system and inducing secretion of cytokines including interferons. Unmethylated 

CpG motifs are relatively common in bacterial DNA, but rare in mammalian DNA (Krieg 

2002).  
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Figure 4. Mechanisms by which CpG ODNs facilitate innate and adaptive immune 
responses. CpG oligodeoxynucleotides (ODNs) directly activate human B cells and 
plasmacytoid dendritic cells, creating an immune milieu that is rich in pro-inflammatory 
and T helper 1 (Th1)-type cytokines. This innate immune response forms a foundation on 
which antigen-specific adaptive immunity is based. In particular, by improving the 
function of professional antigen-presenting cells (APCs), CpG ODNs facilitate the 
generation of humoral and cellular vaccine-specific immunity. CTL, cytotoxic T 
lymphocyte; IFN, interferon; IL, interleukin; TNF, tumour-necrosis factor; (According to 
Klinman 2004). 
 

The CpG sequences in double-strand DNA are recognized by the intracellular Toll-

like receptor 9 (TLR-9). This receptor is expressed by B-cells, dendritic cells, and other 

cells of the immune system and its stimulation leads to a cascade of activation, 

proliferation and differentiation of immune cell subsets (Figure 4). However, TLR-9-

deficient mice responded well to the DNA vaccination (Spies et al. 2003), pointing out that 

other receptors capable of responding to DNA vaccination are involved.  
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DNA-dependent activator of interferon regulatory factors (DAI) and absent in melanoma 2 

(AIM2) were recently identified as cytosolic DNA sensors that respond with the release of 

type I interferon and proinflamatory cytokines. Both are distinct molecules with different 

signalling pathways (Takaoka and Taniguchi 2008, Tang and Pietersz 2009). Retinoic 

acid-inducible gene-I (RIG-I) reported primarily as RNA-sensing receptor in the cytosol, 

has been shown to participate in the cytosolic DNA-sensing system (Ablasser et al. 2009). 

 

1.7.4.  DNA stimulation of adaptive immunity 
Rational design of DNA vaccines can provide B cells producing antibodies, or 

induce killing of tumor cells by CD8+ T cells, depending on target antigen. For an anti-

leukemic effect, cellular immunity is suggested to be more efficient than humoral and that 

is why induction of effector CTLs and maintaining a memory population able to expand as 

the tumor emerges is the main goal of the DNA vaccination. Helper T cells are not only 

required for priming the B-cell response, but they appear to play a pivotal role in inducing 

efficient cytotoxic CD8+ T cells (Smith et al. 2004). Also for generating of functional 

CD8+ T cell memory, the presence of CD4+ T helper cells during the priming phase was 

found critical (Janssen et al. 2003, Shedlock et al. 2003, Sun et al. 2003). Tumor antigens 

are only weakly capable of inducing significant T helper cell responses and to overcome 

this, sequences derived from various microbial genes encoded within the same vector or 

fused directly to the sequence of antigen were used. The commonly used is fragment C 

(FrC) of tetanus toxin produced by bacteria Clostridium tetani. The advantage is that T 

helper cells can be engaged from a large and undamaged anti-microbial repertoire to help 

immune responses against the tumor antigen (Rice et al. 2008). The mode of action seems 

to  be  through  “licensing”  of  APCs  via  interaction  with  FrC  specific  CD4+ T cells and these 

APCs are then capable of priming anti-tumor CD8+ and CD4+ T cells (Figure 5).  
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Figure 5. T-cell help for induction of anti-tumor T-cell responses. Vaccine-encoded 
fusion protein is expressed by dendritic cells (DC), and major histocompatibility complex 
(MHC) class II-binding peptides from fragment C (FrC) activate the large repertoire of 
anti-FrC CD4+ T cells. Pairs of receptor-ligands (matched colours) interact to "license" the 
DCs to maintain presentation of tumor-derived peptides that are able to prime anti-tumor 
CD8+ and CD4+ T cells (According to Rice et al. 2008). 

 

 

1.8. Current state of our preclinical model knowledge  

Not all of the hMRP8-PML-RAR transgenic mice develop APL (see chapter 1.4. 

APL mouse models). Furthermore, the transgene presence in the promyelocyte 

compartment makes impossible to cure the diseased mice. For these reasons, the transgenic 

model is not suitable for validation of new therapeutic approaches. In order to allow 

reproducible APL development, we have used the APL transplantable model. Cells 

isolated from bone marrows and spleens of transgenic leukemic mice are used to generate 

experimental cohorts of leukemic mice. After transplantation of spleen cells from leukemic 

transgenic mice into syngeneic (FVB/N) recipients, 100% of mice develop APL, as 

previously described (Brown et al. 1997). The spleen and bone marrow cells from APL 

mice can be cryopreserved and then thawed for subsequent in vitro and in vivo studies.  
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About 15 years ago, host laboratory received leukemic cells originating from 

spleens of transgenic mouse (leukemia 935) developed by J.M. Bishop’s group (Brown et 

al. 1997) and currently used protocol has been established. The first step was to identify 

the dose of injected APL cells. Various amounts of APL spleen blasts ranging from 103 to 

107 were tested. Survival of mice was shown to be indirectly proportional to the number of 

inoculated leukemic blasts. The dose of 104 blasts injected gave the most reproducible 

results (Figure 6a). APL blasts are injected intravenously into the tail vein. After the 

inoculation, APL blasts can be detected in the bone marrow, spleen, lymph nodes and also 

in peripheral blood. Due to the blast accumulating in spleen, spleen size and weight 

increases with disease progression. Normal bone marrow cells are almost all replaced by 

leukemic blasts (Figure 6b). Disease development is also well reflected by the decreasing 

platelet and increasing white blood cell counts.  

Mouse as well as human APL cells respond to ATRA therapy (Brown et al. 1997, 

Padua et al. 2003). ATRA can be delivered subcutaneously by long-term (21 days) 

releasing pellets. In our preclinical protocol, the ATRA pellets are implanted 7 - 10 days 

after leukemia engraftment. Two doses of ATRA were tested – 5 mg and 10 mg. While the 

5 mg dose significantly prolongs the survival of mice, with 10 mg dose it is possible to 

achieve long-term remission lasting for more than one year. However, all the mice finally 

relapse and die due to the leukemia.  

Taken together, in our preclinical protocol, the leukemia is established by injecting 

of 104 spleen blasts originating from APL mice into the tail vein of syngeneic recipients. 

Leukemia engraftment is always successful, as all untreated animals die with an intra-

experimental  variation  about  ±  4  days.  ATRA  significantly  prolongs  survival  of  all  treated 

APL mice. 
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Figure 6. Disease progression. (a) Kaplan-Meier analysis of survival. Mice were injected 
with 103 to 107 cells and their survival was monitored. (b) Illustration of spleen size in mice 
injected with 104 blast cells, which correlates with the percentage of leukemic blasts 
present in spleen and bone marrow (according to Rousselot 1999). 

 

(a) (a) 

(b) 
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Using this model, an immunotherapy approach based on DNA vaccination has been 

tested in the host laboratory (Padua et al. 2003). In a preventive vaccination setting, the 

plasmid vector constructs, which contained full-length PML-RAR gene or 105bp around 

the PML-RAR breakpoint fused with Fragment C of tetanus toxin (PML-RAR-FrC) in 

comparison to empty vector, were tested. Mice were injected with plasmids for three 

cycles at 20-day intervals and then challenged with APL cells. The longest survival (75 

days) was obtained with the PML-RAR-FrC construct. The survival with the empty 

vectors was about 30 days. Thus the preventive vaccination with PML-RAR-FrC DNA 

could, like irradiated APL cells protect the mice against APL challenge. This construct is 

further referred to as DNA vaccine.  

 

Subsequently, a protocol that resembled more closely the human APL clinical 

setting was tested. In this protocol, DNA vaccination, was initiated after leukemia had been 

established in mice. In these trials (Figure 7) about 50 leukemic mice were separated into 

four therapeutic groups: placebo pellets and DNA vaccine (A), ATRA pellets only (B), 

ATRA pellets and DNA vaccine (C), and placebo pellets only (D). Six of 11 (56 %) mice 

of the placebo and DNA vaccine groups had significantly extended survival compared with 

the placebo only groups, indicating an anti-leukemic effect of DNA vaccine. When ATRA 

and DNA vaccine were combined, survival was superior to that obtained with ATRA 

alone. Six of 12 mice in the ATRA+DNA group survived up to 120 days, whereas only 

one mouse of the ATRA only group lived up to 85 days. The effect of DNA vaccine was 

shown to be dependent on the presence of PML-RARsequence as the empty vector or 

FrC alone did not have any effect on survival. In these experiments, suboptimal doses of 

ATRA (5 mg) were used in order to better demonstrate added value on survival provided 

by DNA vaccination.
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Figure 7. PML-RAR-FrC DNA vaccination protects mice against leukemia 
progression. Kaplan-Meier survival curves and schematic of protocol. APL mice were 
treated with placebo pellets+PML-RAR-FrC (A; n=11), ATRA alone (B; n=12), 
ATRA+PML-RAR-FrC (C; n=12) and placebo pellets alone (D; n=12) (Padua et al. 
2003). 

 

Taken together, these results clearly demonstrate that treatment with both ATRA 

and DNA vaccine provides a significant survival advantage in leukemic mice. The 

schematic of the protocol used in our preclinical model in order to assess the mechanisms 

responsible for the prolonged survival is shown in the Figure 7. 
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2. Aims of the thesis 
 

This study, supervised by Dr. Marika PLA, has been done in the Department of 

Haematology (UMR-S-940) of the University Institute for Hematology located in Saint-

Louis Hospital in Paris, France. The main aims of this study were to (i) evaluate the 

disease progression in ATRA-, ATRA+DNA-treated and untreated mice and (ii) 

characterize the immune responses induced by the ATRA and ATRA+DNA treatment. 

One of my tasks was to modify the molecular biology technique quantitative polymerase 

chain reaction with reverse transcription (RT-qPCR) routinely used in APL patients for 

evaluation of disease progression to our mouse model. Our studies are described in more 

details in the Experimental part.  

 

The Experimental part which follows is divided into three chapters: 

1) Monitoring of disease development and predicting clinical outcome  

2) Characterization of the immune responses induced by ATRA and ATRA+DNA 

combined therapy  

3) Clearance of PML-RAR-positive cells obtained by ATRA+DNA combined therapy 

 

Each chapter contains a short survey of obtained results. At the end of the 

Experimental part all the publications already published or under review are presented in a 

chronological order. In these publications, detailed description of used methods, results and 

discussion are mentioned. 
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3. List of publications that constitute the thesis 
 

Our results mentioned in the experimental part are encompassed in following publications: 

 

Publication 1 

Frequent antibody production against RARalpha in both APL mice and patients. 
Robin M, Andreu-Gallien J, Schlageter MH, Bengoufa D, Guillemot I, Pokorna K, 
Robert C, Larghero J, Rousselot P, Raffoux E, Dombret H, Fenaux P, Pla M, 
Charron D, Padua RA, Chomienne C. Blood. 2006;108(6):1972-4. 

 

Publication 2 

DNA vaccination with all-trans retinoic acid treatment induces long-term survival 
and elicits specific immune responses requiring CD4+ and CD8+ T-cell activation 
in an acute promyelocytic leukemia mouse model. Furugaki K, Pokorna K, Le 
Pogam C, Aoki M, Reboul M, Bajzik V, Krief P, Janin A, Noguera ME, West R, 
Charron D, Chomienne C, Pla M, Moins-Teisserenc H, Padua RA. Blood. 
2010;115(3):653-6. 

 

Publication 3 

Tracking the extramedullary PML-RARalpha-positive cell reservoirs in a 
preclinical model: biomarker of long term drug efficacy. Pokorna K, Le Pogam C, 
Chopin M, Balitrand N, Reboul M, Cassinat B, Chomienne C, Padua RA, Pla M. 
(Manuscript submitted) 
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4. Experimental part 
 

4.1. Monitoring of disease development and predicting clinical outcome 
In APL mouse model, the efficiency of treatment is mostly evaluated by prolonged 

survival. During the later phases, leukemic mice become moribund and present with 

splenomegaly, lymphadenopathy and numerous blast cells in the bone marrow, spleen and 

peripheral blood. The disease progression is accompanied with white blood cell count 

increase and platelet count decrease (Brown et al. 1997, Kogan et al. 2000, Padua et al. 

2003). However, none of these indications are APL disease specific. In APL patients, 

MRD monitoring based on the high sensitivity of detection of PML-RAR transcripts by 

quantitative polymerase chain reaction with reverse transcription (RT-qPCR) technique has 

clearly demonstrated its interest in diagnosis, follow-up and predicting the disease 

evolution. That is why we decided to use this highly sensitive and reproducible technique 

in our mouse model. 

 

The first task was to modify in patient routinely used RT-qPCR-based MRD 

monitoring technique to mice, namely taking into account the very limited volume of 

peripheral blood sample available in mice. Using TRIzol LS we showed that we have been 

able to extract sufficient amount of RNA from 150 μl   of   mouse   peripheral   blood   to  

perform the RT-qPCR analysis. The mouse APL cells bear the cDNA of human bcr1 

transcript, therefore the same primer pair and TaqMan probe (Cassinat et al. 2000) can be 

used to quantify target gene as is used for human MRD monitoring. Applying RT-qPCR 

technique, we reached comparable sensitivity of detection as in patients: one leukemic cell 

in 104 cells (Publication 3).  

 

In order to monitor the disease development, level of PML-RAR transcripts was 

quantified in sequential peripheral blood samples from ATRA-, ATRA+DNA-treated and 

untreated mice and compared to platelet counts. We showed that the level of PML-

RARtranscripts negatively correlates with the platelet counts. While the level of PML-

RAR transcripts was detectable in the untreated mice already on day 22 after leukemia 

engraftment, the detectable level appeared on day 50 and on day 60 in ATRA-treated and 
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ATRA+DNA-treated mice respectively, showing the efficacy of treatment (Publication 3, 

Figure 1A-C). 

Mice alive on day 60 coming from ATRA- and ATRA+DNA-treated experimental 

groups were then divided according to the PML-RAR copy numbers normalized to 18S 

RNA (NCN). Majority of ATRA-treated mice (71%) had NCN>100 and none of these 

mice had NCN<10. In contrast, 43% of ATRA+DNA-treated mice had NCN<10. In the 

retrospective survival analysis we found that mice having the NCN values on day 60 

higher than 10 all survived no longer than 110 days no matter of the treatment. On the 

other hand, NCN values lower than 10 on day 60 indicated prolonged survival with the 

mean of 174 days (110-411), demonstrating that RT-qPCR monitoring on day 60 has its 

prognostic value (Publication 3, Figure 1E).  

 

4.2. Characterization of the immune response induced by ATRA and 
combined therapy 

In our APL model, the first hint of the implication of the immune system has come 

from the experiments made in the host laboratory, showing that administration of irradiated 

leukemic cells protected mice from leukemia challenge (see chapter 1.5.1. Interaction 

between the immune system and APL cells). Involvement of humoral and cellular immune 

responses was then investigated. Western blot analysis made on sera from mice treated 

with irradiated leukemic cells showed presence of antibodies recognizing mouse and 

human RAR as well as PML-RAR while the sera from placebo-treated mice did not. 

To confirm and characterize this immune response, we conducted our experiments in mice 

treated by ATRA. 

 

We analyzed the level of anti-RAR specific antibodies in the sera of two 

experimental groups of APL mice treated with ATRA (24 mice) or placebo pellets (24 

mice). Mice were bled on days 15 to 18, 28 to 38 and 48 to 58 after leukemia engraftment 

and sera were collected. The level of RARspecific antibodies was evaluated by enzyme-

linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) using GST and GST-RAR. The preincubation of 

an anti-RAR-positive   serum  overnight  at  4°C  with   recombinant  GST-RARresulted in 

an about 90% binding inhibition demonstrating the specificity of our assay. The antibody 

appearance followed the classical scheme of antibody production, which means that the 
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anti-RAR antibody levels progressively increase with time and were observed 

predominantly in mice treated by ATRA than in placebo-treated mice (Publication 1, 

Figure 1B). 

  

Whether these antibodies were produced by naive B cells or B cells that have 

undergone isotype switching, time-course changes of serum immunoglobulins IgM and 

IgG were determined at different time points during the treatment. While the level of IgM 

antibodies decreased in time, the level of IgG antibodies increased from day 18 to 58 

following thus the classical scheme of antibody response (Publication 1, Figure 1C).  

 

To investigate the prognostic value of these RAR-specific antibodies, we 

compared the individual antibody level on day 18 when all the mice were still alive. Mice 

with the lower level of RAR-specific antibodies had the median survival of 28 days, 

while the mice with higher level had the median survival 49 days. These results strongly 

suggest that the level of RAR antibodies in the sera of APL mice is predictive of survival 

(Publication 1). 

 

Presence of the RAR-specific antibody response in our preclinical mouse model 

led us to investigate this response in APL patients. We retrospectively analyzed the sera 

from patients enrolled in APL93 and APL2000 trials. The level of anti-RAR specific 

antibodies was evaluated within samples obtained from the patients at diagnosis and after 

maintenance therapy as well as in the sera obtained from healthy controls. The therapy 

included treatment with ATRA. RAR-specific antibodies were detected both at diagnosis 

and after maintenance therapy in APL patients. Interestingly, the antibody production 

followed a time-dependent pattern similar to the kinetics of anti-RAR antibodies 

observed in APL mice (Publication 1, Figure 1D, Table 1). 

 

Treatment with ATRA+DNA combined immunotherapy can bring APL mice into 

the durable remission (Padua et al. 2003 and Publication 2, Figure 1A-B, supplemental 

Figure 1B-C). Involvement of T cells in this anti-leukemic effect elicited by ATRA+DNA 

therapy was previously described in the host laboratory (Padua et al. 2003). They reported 

IFN- secretion that was concomitant with survival advantage and also observed relatively 
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higher numbers of CD4+ and CD8+ T cells in mice responding to the combined therapy in 

comparison to non responding ones (Padua et al. 2003). In our study, we found increased 

white blood cell counts in peripheral blood on day 21 after leukemia engraftment, pointing 

to an increase in T cells (Publication 2, supplemental Figure 2A). Peripheral blood absolute 

counts of CD3+CD4+ and CD3+CD8+ T cell subsets were then measured by flow cytometry 

and revealed increased numbers of both of these T cell subsets in mice treated by 

ATRA+DNA combined therapy compared to mice treated with ATRA only (Publication 2, 

supplemental Figure 3). Increased T cell numbers were associated with improved survival. 

We did not observe increase in absolute counts of any other cell type such as NK cells, T 

cells or B lymphocytes in peripheral blood of untreated, ATRA- or ATRA+DNA-treated 

APL mice.  

 

To analyse the implication of CD4+ and CD8+ T cell subsets in vivo, leukemic 

mice were depleted of either the CD4+ or CD8+ T cells. Depletion started 10 days after 

leukemia engraftment. ATRA- and ATRA+DNA-treated mice were injected with CD4-

specific or CD8-specific monoclonal antibodies every 5 days. Control group received rat 

IgG antibody. Efficiency of the depletion was monitored on peripheral blood samples by 

flow cytometry. While in ATRA-treated group no differences in survival were observed 

between mice depleted for either CD4+ or CD8+ T cell subset and mice, which received 

isotype controls, in ATRA+DNA-treated mice depletion of either CD4+ or CD8+ T cells 

completely abolished the anti-leukemic effect of the combined therapy. Both T cell subsets 

thus play an essential role in the anti-leukemic effect elicited by ATRA+DNA therapy 

(Publication 2, Figure 1A-B). 

 

Activation of specific cytotoxic T cell responses against APL was shown in ATRA- 

and ATRA+DNA treated mice and in long-term survivors (LTSs). Specific APL killing 

was determined by carboxyfluorescein diacetate succinimidyl ester (CFSE)-based assay. In 

this assay, splenocytes from ATRA- and ATRA+DNA-treated mice as well as from LTSs 

were used as effectors. Effector cells from ATRA- and ATRA+DNA-treated mice were 

assayed on days 34 to 54 and were shown to have APL-specific cytotoxic activity 

(Publication 2, Figure 2A and B). Effectors from LTSs from ATRA+DNA-treated mice 

(assayed on days 186, 193 and 215) showed less than 60% target survival at a ratio 

(effector:target) 50:1 (Publication 2, Figure 2C). To demonstrate the MHC restriction of 
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CTL-induced lysis of target cells, cytotoxic analysis was performed in the presence of 

blocking anti-H-2Dq/Lq (anti-MHC class I) monoclonal antibody or in the presence of 

isotype control. Specific cytotoxicity was significantly reduced when APL targets were 

preincubated with anti-MHC class I antibodies (Publication 2, Figure 2D). 

 

Degranulation of cytotoxic T cells and killing of targets are correlated. In order to 

confirm the observed cytotoxic activity in LTSs, we performed the CD107a mobilization 

assay using splenocytes originating from these mice. CD107a+ is a marker on effector cell 

surface when perforin and granzymes are excreted after stimulation by a specific target. 

Our results confirmed APL-specific activation of CD3+CD8+ T cells (Publication 2, 

supplemental Figure 5). Sorted CD3+CD8+CD107a+ cells were then used as effectors in 

CSFE-based assay and we observed an increase in anti-APL cytotoxicity (Publication 2, 

Figure 2E).  

 

Production of IFN- by specific T cells was investigated in ATRA- and 

ATRA+DNA-treated mice as well as in LTSs in response to APL cells or PML-, RAR-, 

or PML-RAR-peptides using ELISpot IFN- assay. Only treatment with ATRA+DNA 

vaccine induced IFN- secretion (Publication 2 Figure 2F). Interestingly, increases of IFN-

-producing cells were observed in LTSs obtained by ATRA+DNA combined therapy 

(Publication 2, supplemental Figure 7). 

 

4.3. Clearance of PML-RAR-positive cells obtained by ATRA+DNA 

combined therapy 
In our APL model, ATRA therapy combined with DNA vaccination results in a 

survival advantage as was previously described in the host laboratory (Padua et al. 2003) 

and confirmed by our studies (Publication 2 and Publication 3, Figure 1D). Long-term 

survivors resulting from this combined therapy were sacrificed at various time points (131-

516) to evaluate their disease status. Their blood counts and spleen sizes were in normal 

range and samples of peripheral blood and bone marrow were found negative for the 

presence of PML-RAR transcripts, suggesting complete molecular remission. However, 

depletion of CD4+ T cells conducted in LTSs resulting from the ATRA+DNA treated mice 
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led to the relapse of the disease and death of mice (Publication 2, Figure 1C). This finding 

prompted us to further investigate this phenomenon. 

 First, we inoculated intravenously 107 BM or spleen cells from these ATRA+DNA 

treated LTSs into secondary recipients. Secondary recipient mice were then monitored for 

survival, blood counts and their peripheral blood samples for MRD. None of these second 

recipient mice developed any sign of APL disease until the day 200. On the contrary, only 

104 bone marrow cells or spleen blasts cells coming from untreated leukemic mice is 

sufficient to establish leukemia in syngeneic recipients with a survival of 25 to 37 days 

(Publication 3, Table 1). 

 

Next, we tried to localize the PML-RAR positive cells within the various organs 

and tissues of LTSs by quantitative PCR method. For this purpose, we decided to detect 

DNA sequence of PML-RAR transgene - the cDNA of bcr1 transcript that was inserted 

into the founder line of our transplantable mouse model (Brown et al. 1997). Using this 

very sensitive technique, we tested samples of skin, salivary glands, thymus, kidney, 

muscle, heart, spleen, brain, liver and lung from 15 LTSs. PML-RAR DNA was detected 

in spleen and brain of two mice, in brain only of two mice and in spleen only of one mouse 

(Publication 3, Table 1), pointing to the fact that residual leukemic cells may persist in the 

mouse organism. 
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4.4. Full text publications 
4.4.1.  Publication 1 

Frequent antibody production against RARalpha in both APL mice and 
patients. Robin M, Andreu-Gallien J, Schlageter MH, Bengoufa D, 

Guillemot I, Pokorna K, Robert C, Larghero J, Rousselot P, Raffoux E, 

Dombret H, Fenaux P, Pla M, Charron D, Padua RA, Chomienne C. Blood. 

2006 Sep 15;108(6):1972-4. 
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Brief report

Frequent antibody production against RAR! in both APL mice and patients
Marie Robin, Juliette Andreu-Gallien, Marie-Helene Schlageter, Djaouida Bengoufa, Isabelle Guillemot, Katerina Pokorna, Carine Robert,
Jerome Larghero, Philippe Rousselot, Emmanuel Raffoux, Herve Dombret, Pierre Fenaux, Marika Pla, Dominique Charron,
Rose-Ann Padua, and Christine Chomienne

In an acute promyelocytic leukemia (APL)–
transplantable mouse model, we previously
reported the presence of antibodies rec-
ognizing PML-RAR! and RAR! in the
sera of ATRA-treated mice. To evaluate
this immune response, we determined
the prevalence of anti-RAR! antibodies in
a cohort of 48 APL mice, treated by ATRA
(n " 24) or by placebo pellets (n " 24),
and in a preliminary subset of 9 patients
with APL using a specific enzyme-linked

immunosorbent assay (ELISA). In APL
mice, significantly higher antibody levels
were observed at the latest time points
(day 48 to 58 levels superior to day 15 to
18 or day 28 to 38 levels). Antibody levels
were higher in ATRA-treated mice than in
placebo-treated mice and were also pre-
dictive of better survival. In the patients
with APL, anti-RAR! antibodies were de-
tected at diagnosis and after mainte-
nance therapy, reminiscent of the ATRA-

treated APL mice. Antinuclear or
antineutrophil cytoplasmic autoantibod-
ies were also detected. These data reveal
for the first time that in patients with
APL an immune response may be de-
tected at diagnosis and enhanced after
maintenance therapy. (Blood. 2006;108:
1972-1974)
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Introduction

Acute promyelocytic leukemia (APL) is characterized by a differentia-
tion block at the promyelocytic stage and by a reciprocal chromosomal
translocation, t(15;17)(q24;q21), fusing the promyelocytic leukemia
gene (PML) with the retinoic acid receptor alpha (RARA) gene.1

Treatment with all-trans retinoic acid (ATRA) and chemotherapy
induces complete remissions in 90% of PML-RAR!–positive patients
with APL through ATRA-induced differentiation of the leukemic cells
and their subsequent elimination by apoptosis.2 Apart from their known
effects on cell differentiation, retinoids also play an important role in
infection and immune functions.3 In hypovitaminosis A animal models
and in vitaminA–deficient children, alterations in antiviral, antibacterial,
or antiparasite responses have been shown.3-5 In an APL-transplantable
mouse model that shares the promyelocytic features and response to
ATRA of human APL,6 we have previously reported the presence of
antibodies in ATRA-treated mouse sera.7 By Western blot analysis, we
showed that these antibodies recognized mouse and human RAR! from
spleen and HL-60 cells, respectively, as well as PML-RAR! from
mouse spleen and NB4 leukemic cells. We hypothesized that such
adjuvant effects ofATRAmight also participate in the efficacy ofATRA
in patients with APL, especially during maintenance therapy when the
tumor burden is low and immunocompetency restored.2

The aim of our study was therefore to further characterize
anti-RAR! antibody production in APL mice as well as in patients
with APL. In patients with APL, antibodies to RAR! and autoanti-

bodies like antinuclear autoantibodies (ANAs) or antineutrophil
cytoplasmic autoantibodies (ANCAs) were analyzed.

Study design

The transplantable APL mouse model of mice undergoing APL transplanta-
tion and ATRA therapy was set up as already described.6,7 Data from 3
protocols that did not differ in their response to ATRA were pooled. Placebo
(n " 24) and ATRA-treated APL (n " 24) mice died from day 18 to 29
(median, 26 days) and from day 28 to 95 (median, 55 days), respectively, as
already reported.6,7 Antibodies against RAR! were detected by an enzyme-
linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) at different time intervals as previ-
ously described.7 For each mouse serum, specific absorbance (SA) was
calculated as the difference between duplicates of mean absorbance with
and without GST-RAR!. To normalize results between experiments,
arbitrary units (AUs) were obtained by dividing the SA obtained in serum
dilution by the SA obtained with 1:200 000 dilution of positive control
monoclonal anti-RAR! antibody (9!F).

An ELISA was performed in sera from 9 patients with APL to detect the
presence of anti-RAR! antibodies. ANAs and ANCAs were measured by
indirect immunofluorescence. We analyzed sera from 9 patients for whom stored
sera were available at diagnosis and after 2-year maintenance therapy.2 Patients
were enrolled in APL trials: patients 3, 5, and 8 from APL93 and patients 1, 2, 4,
6, 7, and 9 from the APL2000 trial. In these trials informed consent was obtained
to use stored samples. For all patients sera were stored in similar conditions at
#30°C and thawed once. Eighteen healthy subjects served as controls.
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Results and discussion

Anti-RAR! antibody production in APL mice

As we have previously reported, anti-RAR! antibodies were detected in
ATRA-treated APL mice.7 Specificity of the ELISA signal defined
previously on immunoblotting experiments with recombinant GST-
RAR!7 was further assessed in this study by ELISA competition
experiments. Preincubation of an anti-RAR!–positive serum overnight
at 4°C with GST-RAR! in a 20-fold excess resulted in an 87% binding
inhibition (SA of 0.158 compared with 1.23 with preincubation with
buffer alone) (data not shown). The dilution of a positive anti-RAR!
mouse serum shows a dose-dependent SAsimilar to that obtained with a
known anti-RAR! monoclonal antibody, 9!F 8 (Figure 1A). In this
large cohort of 48 APL mice, it is clear that anti-RAR! antibody levels
progressively increase with time, from a median AU level of 0.26 on
days 15 to 18 (D“18”) to median AU levels of 0.88 on days 28 to 38
(D“38”) and 6.33 on days 48 to 58 (D“58”) (t test, P " .001 between
D“18” and D“58”). On D“38,” among 6 surviving placebo-treated mice,
only 1 mouse had antibody levels reaching a threshold of 4-fold that of
the D“18” median, whereas inATRA-treated mice 9 of 24 mice reached
this level on D“38” and 12 of 13 on D“58,” when all placebo-treated
mice were dead (Figure 1B). AUs reached a maximal value of 16.8 on
D“58” in ATRA-treated mice. This antibody appearance followed the
classic scheme of antibody production, with a time-decreased produc-
tion of IgM and a time-increased production of IgG from day 18 to day
58 (Figure 1C). To investigate the prognostic value of these antibodies
independently of time, we asked whether antibody levels obtained at
D“18,” when all mice were alive, were predictive of survival. At this
time point, a higher level of antibody was associated with increased
survival: Median survival was 28 days in mice with a level lower than
the median D“18” AUs (0.26), versus 49 days for mice with a level
higher than the median D“18” AUs (log-rank test, P " .001).

Anti-RAR! antibody production in patients with APL

To provide relevance to the preclinical data obtained in APL mice,
anti-RAR! antibodies were retrospectively analyzed by ELISA in 9
patients withAPL.All patients were in complete remission at the time of
postmaintenance treatment study. For the first time, anti-RAR! antibod-
ies were detected both at diagnosis and after maintenance therapy in
patients with APL, and the antibody production followed a time-
dependent pattern similar to the kinetics of anti-RAR! antibodies

Figure 1. Anti-RAR! antibody production in APL mice and patients. (A)
Comparative anti-RAR! ELISA dose-response curves with a positive mouse serum
and an anti-RAR! monoclonal antibody control. SA measured by ELISA of a serum
from an ATRA-treated mouse serially diluted from 1:50 to 1:10 000 (‚) and from the
anti-RAR! monoclonal antibody 9!F diluted from 1:10 000 to 1:200 000 (reference
curve, !). (B) Time-dependent presence of anti-RAR! antibodies in mice with APL.
Anti-RAR! antibodies were measured by ELISA in 48 mice with APL. On days 15 to
18, all mice were alive, and sera were obtained from only 46 mice, including 23 mice
treated by ATRA and 23 treated by placebo. On days 28 to 38, 30 mice were alive,
including 24 mice treated by ATRA and 6 treated by placebo. On days 48 to 58, only
13 mice, treated by ATRA, were alive. The box plot in combination with dot plot
displays a statistical summary of the data (quartiles and median). Data are expressed
as arbitrary units. (C) Time course of the IgG and IgM SA in the anti-RAR! ELISA of 1
ATRA-treated APL mouse. For IgG and IgM detection, secondary antibodies specific
for mouse IgG and IgM were used in ELISA tests. In 1 ATRA-treated mouse the
anti-RAR! ELISA was performed in serum collected on days 18, 28, and 38 using
specific secondary antibodies for mouse IgG (F) and mouse IgM (f). Results are
expressed as SA. (D) Time-dependent presence of anti-RAR! antibodies in APL
patient sera. Anti-RAR! antibodies (expressed as SA) were measured by ELISA in
the serum of 9 patients with APL at diagnosis and after maintenance therapy. ELISA
tests were performed in 96-well plates (Nunc; Merck Eurolab, VWR, Fontenay-Sous-
Bois, France) coated with either GST or GST-RAR! (obtained by fusion of a GST tag
to the full-length RAR!). After overnight saturation with PBS1X-BSA5%, sera (diluted
1:200 in PBS1X-BSA5%) were incubated 1 hour at room temperature. Peroxidase-
conjugated goat anti–human IgG antibody (Sigma-Aldrich, Lyon, France) was added
and incubated 1 hour at room temperature, followed by TMB substrate revelation (BD
Pharmingen, San Diego, CA). Absorbance was measured at 450 nm (reference filter
at 630 nm) using an optical densitometer (Dynatech MR5000; Labsystems, Cergy,
France). For each serum, SA was calculated as the difference between duplicates of
mean absorbance between GST-RAR! and GST. Anti-RAR! antibodies were also
measured in sera from 18 healthy persons (controls). The box plot in combination
with dot plot displays a statistical summary of the data (quartiles and median).

Table 1. Anti-RAR! antibodies, ANAs, and ANCAs in patients with APL

Patient
no.

Months after
treatment†

Anti-RAR! antibody ANA ANCA

Diagnosis*
After

treatment† Diagnosis*
After

treatment† Diagnosis*
After

treatment†

1 6 # # $ ## $ $

2 6 ### ### ## ## $ $

3 36 ## #### $ # $ $

4 4.7 #### ### ## # $ $

5 67 #### #### ## ## $ $

6 6 ## #### $ $ # ##

7 4 # ### # ## $ $

8 31 # ### $ # ## #

9 10 # ### ## ## # #

Results of anti-RAR! antibodies are expressed as semiquantitative values according to specific absorbance (SA) value: SA less than 0.2 (#), SA 0.21 to 0.4 (##), SA 0.41
to 0.6 (###), SA more than 0.61 (####). Results of ANAs and ANCAs are expressed as negative ($) if no fluorescence was observed and as weakly positive (#) or strongly positive
(##) according to the intensity of the signal. Both ANA and ANCA tests were performed according to standard routine procedures of the Laboratoire d’Immunologie by 2 independent
investigators. Briefly, ANAs were detected in the same sera (diluted 1:80) by indirect immunofluorescence with commercial Hep2000 cells (Immunoconcepts; BMD, Marne la Vallée,
France).9 ANCAs were tested in sera (diluted 1:20) by indirect immunofluorescence with commercial human neutrophils (Inova Diagnostics, San Diego, CA).10

*Day 0 of therapy for all patients.
†After maintenance therapy (delay in months is given for each patient).
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observed in APL mice (Figure 1D and Table 1). In 5 of 9 patients
anti-RAR! antibody levels increased with time. Of note, among the 4
patients in whom no increase in anti-RAR! antibody levels was seen, 3
already had high levels of antibodies at diagnosis. Interestingly, other
autoimmunity manifestations were observed in these patients. At
diagnosis, 7 (78%) were either positive for ANAs or ANCAs,
and all patients were either ANA or ANCA positive after
maintenance therapy (Table 1). This proportion was higher than
that expected in the general population (13.3% and 0% to 1.8%
of healthy persons may present ANAs9 or ANCAs,10 respec-
tively). Thus, patients with APL present frequent autoantibod-
ies, especially after maintenance therapy.

Antibodies against multiple tumor-associated antigens like onco-
gene proteins (myc,11 ras12), gene suppressor proteins (p53 13), tumor
antigens (MUC1,14 erbB2,15 WT1 16), or normal proteins (SPAN-Xb17)
have been described in patients with solid tumors or hematologic
malignancies.18-20 More recently, autoantibodies have been shown to be
markers of better prognosis in melanoma patients treated by interferon-
!.21 Our results show that in patients withAPL, antibodies to RAR! and
autoantibodies like ANCA, and especially ANA, are detected. An
increase in anti-RAR! antibodies and ANAs was seen after mainte-
nance therapy that includes ATRA and chemotherapy. In mice,22 as in
humans,14 immunotherapy approaches have induced specific antibody
production, and in an APL patient vaccinated with an HLA-A2–
restricted peptide PR1 derived from proteinase 3, PR1 tetramer–sorted
cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTLs) were obtained after vaccination and
showed lysis of the patient’s bone marrow cells,23 suggesting that an
antitumor response may be elicited in APL. The data of our study
support the notion that an immune response elicited by APL cells is
enhanced by ATRA therapy and may well be implicated in its efficacy,
because immunocompromised APL mice treated by ATRA have re-

duced survival.24 The immunogenic role played by ATRA in APL is not
known and may be related to at least 2 mechanisms. One relates to the
now recognized role of vitamin A and its derivatives in the immune
response, well seen in vitamin A deficiency3 as in studies on the T
helper-2 (Th2) response25 and dendritic cell activation triggered by
retinoids.26 The other may relate to the direct effect of ATRA on the
leukemic cell itself, where apoptosis and degradation of the oncoprotein
PML-RAR could participate in cross-presentation. Ongoing pro-
spective immunomonitoring of patients with APL at diagnosis
and throughout treatment will allow us to establish whether the
achievement of an efficient immune response is of prognostic
value in APL and which criteria may be determinant. If the latter
study demonstrates that antibody response correlates with
disease-free survival, it will provide, in the setting of minimal
residual disease, the basis for vaccine-boosting strategies25-27

that enhance a humoral and/or a cellular immune response.
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Brief report

DNA vaccination with all-trans retinoic acid treatment induces long-term survival
and elicits specific immune responses requiring CD4! and CD8! T-cell activation
in an acute promyelocytic leukemia mouse model
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DNA vaccination and all-trans retinoic
acid (ATRA) result in a survival advantage
in a mouse model of acute promyelocytic
leukemia (APL). Depletion of CD4! or
CD8! cells abolished this effect. CD4!

depletions of long-term survivors re-
sulted in relapse and death within
3 months, thus demonstrating the need
of both CD4! and CD8! subsets for the
generation of DNA-driven antileukemic

immune responses and underscoring a
crucial role of CD4! cells in the mainte-
nance of durable remissions. Degranula-
tion and cytotoxic carboxyfluorescein diac-
etate succinimidyl ester–based assays
showed major histocompatibility complex–
restricted APL-specific T cell–mediated im-
mune responses. Sorted APL-specific
CD8!CD107a! T cells showed an increase
of antileukemic activity. Effectors from

ATRA ! DNA–treated mice were shown to
secrete interferon-" when stimulated with
either APL cells or peptides from the promy-
elocytic leukemia-RAR# vaccine-derived se-
quences as detected by ELISpot assays.
Our results demonstrate that DNA vaccina-
tion with ATRA confers the effective boost-
ing of interferon-"–producing and cytotoxic
T cells in the leukemic mice. (Blood. 2010;
115:653-656)

Introduction

Despite improved molecular characterization of malignancies
and development of targeted therapies,1 acute leukemia is not
curable and few patients survive more than 10 years after
diagnosis.2,3 To further improve outcome, we studied the poten-
tial efficacy of boosting the patient’s immune response. Thera-
peutic vaccination aimed at promoting T-cell immunity requires:
activation of the innate system, optimal presentation of major
histocompatibility complex (MHC) class I–binding peptides,
and provision of CD4! T-cell help. DNA vaccines have the
potential to supply all of these. In an animal model of acute
promyelocytic leukemia (APL),4 we developed a promyelocytic
leukemia-RAR" (PML/RAR")–targeted DNA-based vaccine5

and show that DNA combined with all-trans retinoic acid
(ATRA) has a pronounced survival advantage, concomitant with
time-dependent antibody production,5,6 and an increase in
interferon-# (IFN-#).5 A similar approach confirmed these find-
ings.7 The role of ATRA as an immunomodulator is well
documented.8-11 Furthermore, Westervelt et al12 show that ATRA
responses are influenced by the presence of an intact adaptive
immune response.

The present study is aimed at investigating the immune
responses involved in the antileukemic effect of the combined
ATRA ! DNA therapy, particularly those mediated by CD4! and
CD8! T cells.

Methods

We extended our previous study using the same protocol illustrated in
supplemental Figure 1A (available on the Blood website; see the Supplemen-
tal Materials link at the top of the online article) where we combined ATRA
(5 mg) and a PML-RAR"FrC DNA construct in an APL mouse model.5

Peripheral blood (PB) was collected approximately every 20 days from
day 19 after APL engraftment to follow the mice clinically. At specific days,
mice were killed to evaluate responses. Methods are detailed in the figure
legends. Animal studies were undertaken according to the guidelines of the
institutional animal care committee of Hôpital Saint-Louis.

Results and discussion

DNA vaccination combined with ATRA induces long-term
survival

Our finding of ATRA ! DNA treatment significantly extending
survival compared with ATRA alone was confirmed in additional
protocols (Figure 1A-B; supplemental Figure 1B-C). We have
previously reported that DNA alone elicited a modest survival
advantage5 and that FrC alone failed to give long-term survival13

(supplemental Figure 1D).
ATRA ! DNA–treated mice had increased white blood cell counts

on day 21 after leukemia engraftment, possibly resulting from the
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increases in CD4! and CD8! cells (supplemental Figure 2A). ATRA-
and nearly half of theATRA ! DNA–treated mice had reduced platelets
by day 60 (supplemental Figure 2A). Long-term survivors (LTSs) from
the ATRA ! DNA–treated group (" 120 days) had significantly re-
duced bone marrow blast counts (2%-12%; supplemental Figure 2B).
ATRA-alone–treated mice died by day 90.

PB absolute counts of CD3!CD4! and CD3!CD8! subsets, as well
as natural killer (NK), T#$, and B lymphocytes, were measured by flow
cytometry. Mice treated with ATRA alone had lower CD3!CD4! and
CD3!CD8! absolute counts compared with ATRA ! DNA–treated
mice at day 21 (supplemental Figure 3). The increased CD3!CD4! and
CD3!CD8! absolute counts in ATRA ! DNA–treated animals were
associated with improved survival (supplemental Figure 3A-B), prob-
ably reflecting mobilization of immune responses.

Increasing the number of T cells of ATRA-treated mice by infusion
of CD3!CD4! cells originated from ATRA- or ATRA ! DNA–treated
mice did not rescue these mice from relapse and death (supplemental
Figure 4). This indicates that the protective effect of the combined
therapy is not quantitative but qualitative.

No differences of NK, T#$, and B cells in the PB were detected
among untreated, ATRA-, or ATRA ! DNA–treated APL mice
(data not shown).

CD4! and CD8! T cells are required for prolonged survival
induced by ATRA ! DNA therapy

To examine the implication of CD4! or CD8! T cells, leukemic
mice were depleted of either CD4 or CD8! T cells.

Injections of CD4! or CD8! subset-specific monoclonal anti-
body (mAb) starting after the first DNA vaccination did not affect
the survival of untreated (data not shown), ATRA-treated, or rat

IgG–treated vaccinated mice (isotype control; Figure 1A-B). The
depletion of CD4! or CD8! subsets completely abolished the
antileukemic effect of the combined therapy. None of the CD4- or
CD8-depleted ATRA ! DNA–treated mice survived after day 100
(Figure 1A, P % .001; and Figure 1B, P & .045, respectively).
These data reflect the need of these T cells for the generation of
DNA vaccine driven anti–APL-protective immune responses.

Depletions of CD4! T cells in LTSs from the ATRA ! DNA–
treated group led to relapse and death of all mice (n & 6) between
26 and 83 days after the initiation of depletion (Figure 1C). All
CD8-depleted LTSs as well as those treated with rat IgG were alive
on day 160 after depletion. These results show the crucial role of
CD4! T cells in the maintenance of the antileukemic effect of DNA
vaccination and suggest that, although these mice are in complete
remission, they still need CD4! T-cell activity for maintenance.

APL-specific T-cell responses in ATRA- and
ATRA ! DNA–treated leukemic mice

To evaluate the cytotoxic activity, we used the carboxyfluores-
cein diacetate succinimidyl ester (CFSE)–based assay.14 Effec-
tors from ATRA-treated (Figure 2A) or ATRA ! DNA–treated
(Figure 2B) APL mice had specific cytotoxic activity against
APL assayed on days 34 to 57. Effectors from LTSs from
ATRA ! DNA–treated mice showed less than 60% target
survival at a ratio of 50:1 (Figure 2C). To demonstrate that the
killing of APL cells was MHC-restricted, we performed cyto-
toxic assays in the presence of blocking mAb. The specific
cytotoxicity observed with the isotype control Ab was signifi-
cantly reduced when APL target cells were preincubated with

Figure 1. Requirement of CD4! and CD8! T cells for prolonged survival induced by combined therapy. Survival was analyzed by the Kaplan-Meier method; comparison between
groups was analyzed by log-rank tests. Survival curves of (A) APL mice treated with ATRA ! PML-RAR'FrC DNA (ATRA ! DNA; F, isotype control undepleted, n & 12; and E,
CD4-depleted, n & 12; P % .001) and APL mice treated with ATRA alone (!, isotype control undepleted, n & 8; and ", CD4-depleted, n & 12). (B) APL mice treated with ATRA ! DNA
(F, isotype control undepleted, n & 12; and E, CD8-depleted, n & 12; P % .001) and APL mice treated with ATRA alone (!, isotype control undepleted, n & 8; and ", CD8-depleted,
n & 12). APL mice were depleted of either CD4! (A) or CD8! (B) T cells by repeated (5-day interval) intraperitoneal injections of 0.2 mg of subset-specific monoclonal antibodies starting
from day 10 after leukemia engraftment (1 day after the DNAvaccination). Isotype control group mice received 0.2 mg of rat IgG per injection. The efficiency of depletion was monitored by
flow cytometry (representative dot plots of PB gated on CD3! populations). These early depletions were conducted at least twice. (C) LTSs fromATRA ! DNA–treated groups were CD4-
or CD8-depleted as described. The injection of subset-specific (CD4 [f ]; and CD8 [# ]; depletion, respectively) or rat IgG (isotype control, o) started on day 120 after engraftment of
leukemic cells. Days of death after the beginning of depletion are indicated. The efficiency of depletion was monitored by flow cytometry (representative dot plots of PB gated on CD3!

populations).ATRA(5 mg) was administered by subcutaneous implantation of 21-day release pellets.
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the anti–H-2Dq/Lq Ab (increased survival from 52% with
isotype control Ab to 80% with H-2q–specific mAb at a 25:1
effector/target [E:T] ratio), thus demonstrating that the cyto-
toxic activity was MHC-restricted (Figure 2D). The remaining
cytotoxic activity observed in the presence of the blocking mAb
could reflect the residual H-2Kq MHC-restricted activity or
nonrestricted cytotoxicity mediated by NK or T!" cells.

Because degranulation of cytotoxic T cells and killing of targets
are correlated,15,16 we performed the CD107a mobilization assay

using LTS splenocytes. APL-specific activation of CD3#CD8#

T cells (1.5%-17%) was observed (supplemental Figure 5E).
CD3#CD8#CD107a# sorted cells from an ATRA # DNA–

treated LTSs induced cytotoxicity, with less than 25% of viable
APL targets rescued at a 1:1 E/T ratio (Figure 2E) demonstrating
APL-specific cytotoxic activity.

DNA vaccines usually stimulate TH1 cytokines. The cytokine
release profile of ATRA # DNA–treated LTSs was analyzed earlier
than 300 days assayed previously.5 Analysis showed APL-specific

Figure 2. ATRA- and ATRA ! DNA–treated mice develop specific immune responses against APL cells and PML-RAR" sequences. Cytotoxic CFSE-based assays
were performed as previously described.14 APL cells and control FVB/N Con A blasts were resuspended at 2 $ 107/mL in Dulbecco phosphate saline buffer (Eurobio) and
labeled with 10%M CFSE (Molecular Probes Europe) for 20 minutes at 37°C. The reaction was stopped by adding an equal volume of FCS, followed by incubation for 2 minutes
at room temperature. After 2 washes, 104 labeled targets were incubated at the following E:T ratio: 0:1, 25:1, 50:1, and 100:1, for 6 hours at 37°C in 200 %L of culture medium
(RPMI); 10 000 Trucount beads were then added with propidium iodide (PI; 1 %g/mL) to quantify the number of viable cells. The samples were then immediately analyzed by
flow cytometry. For each sample, 2000 microbeads were acquired. Only CFSE# and PI& cells were considered as good survivors. The percentage survival was calculated as
follows: % survival (y-axis) ' [absolute count of viable CFSE # PI& targets with effector (t ' 6 hours)]/[absolute count of viable CFSE # PI& targets only (t ' 6 hours)] $ 100.
Effector cells from ATRA- and ATRA # DNA–treated mice have a specific cytotoxicity against APL cells (F) compared with 48-hour induced syngeneic (FVB/N) Con A blasts
(E) in a CFSE-based assay. (A) Effectors from 3 ATRA-treated mice assayed at day 57. (B) Effectors from 3 ATRA # DNA–treated mice assayed at days 34 and 48.
(C) Effectors from 3 LTSs (ATRA # DNA–treated group), assayed at days 186, 193, and 215; E:T ratio, 25:1, 50:1, and 100:1. Assays were done in triplicate, and values are
mean ( SD. (D) The cytotoxicity of effector cells from ATRA # DNA–treated mice is MHC restricted. CFSE-based cytotoxic assays were performed with a blocking
anti–H-2Dq/H-2Lq monoclonal antibody (KH117 clone). After staining with CFSE, APL and CBF (E) targets were preincubated with saturating amounts (10 %g/mL) of either the
anti–H-2q mAb (Œ) or the isotype control IgG2a) antibody (F); E:T ratio, 25:1 and 50:1. Assays were done in triplicate, and values are mean ( SD. (E) CD107a# activated
T cells from ATRA # DNA–treated LTSs are endowed with an APL-specific cytotoxic activity. APL-activated T cells from LTSs (day 298) were separated by sorting
CD3#CD8#CD107a# cells, using the FACSVantage cell sorter and assessed in a CFSE assay using as targets FVB/N cells (E) and APL cells (F); E:T ratio, 1:1 and 5:1. Assays
were done in triplicate, and values are mean ( SD. (F) Ex vivo detection of T-cell responses in APL mice after treatment. Splenocytes were harvested from individual ATRA-
and ATRA # DNA–treated mice at day 22 after APL engraftment. A total of 106 splenocytes were incubated with 0.25 $ 106 APL cells or with 1%M each of 3 different peptides
(PML, RAR*+, and PML/RAR+) for 18 hours at 37°C in 5% CO2 to assess T-cell responses to the PML/RAR+ sequences of the vaccine. The peptide sequences are: PML,
EVFLPNSNHVASGAGEAA (18-mer); RAR+, AIETQSSSSEEIVPSPPS (18-mer); PML/RAR+, ASGAGEAAIETQSSS (15-mer). The numbers of spot-forming cells (SFC)
secreting IFN-! were assessed ex vivo by ELISpot assay. Assays were done in triplicate; baseline responses without stimulation (none) are indicated. The mean values with SD
of SFC per million splenocytes are shown on the y-axis. Data from individual mice are shown; representative data from 1 of 2 identical experiments are shown. ATRA (5 mg)
was administered by subcutaneous implantation of 21-day release pellets.
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increases in TH1 cytokines (23-fold for IFN-! and 5-fold for
TNF-"; supplemental Figure 6).

To assess priming of APL-specific T cells, effectors from
ATRA- and ATRA # DNA–treated APL mice were assayed in an
ELISpot IFN-! assay. None of the ATRA-treated APL mice showed
any substantial secretion of IFN-! secretion compared with the
baseline secretion. In contrast, DNA vaccine induced IFN-!
secretion (Figure 2F). Interestingly, when the LTSs from the
ATRA # DNA group were assayed, increases of IFN-!–producing
cells were observed (supplemental Figure 7).

Overall, using complementary methods, we show that APL-
specific T cells remained active in vaccinated animals long after the
last boost of DNA. The aim of DNA vaccination is to target tumor
cells not eradicated by current protocol, preferably in the setting of
minimal disease load. The power of the immune system is clear
from the effectiveness of passive immunity. DNA vaccination as an
approach for immunotherapy is increasing.17,18 Although ATRA
may be a good adjuvant for boosting immune responses,10,11,19,20

the mounted immune responses were insufficient to contain the
disease. Combining DNA with ATRA resulted in increased APL-
specific immune responses, with MHC-restricted CD8# T-cell
responses and increased IFN-! production, which rescued the
disease. Together with the finding of a major role for CD4# T cells
in maintaining the durable remissions, these data suggest that, in
human clinical trials, the combination of ATRA # DNA vaccine
should control minimal residual disease. This study provides
insights into the immunology of DNA vaccines, and this may be
relevant for targeting other malignancies.
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Supplemental materials 

 

Figure S1. Protective effect of PML-RARα-targeted DNA vaccine - Using the APL transplantable 
model, leukemia was established as described previously.4 (A) Schematic of protocols. Naive 
syngeneic FVB/N mice were injected intravenously with 103 − 104 APL cells and treated with ATRA 
(5 mg was admistered by subcutaneous implantation of 21-day release pellets, Innovative 
Research, Sarasota, USA) alone or ATRA (5 mg) + PML-RARαFrC  DNA  vaccine  as  described  by  
us previously5 (ATRA+DNA).  A  total  of  100  µg  of  DNA  in  HBSS was injected intramuscularly at Day 
8, Day 28 and Day 48. (B) Kaplan-Meier survival curves of APL mice injected with low passage 
APL cells treated with ATRA alone (n = 5, closed circles) or with ATRA+DNA (n = 24, open circles). 
The ATRA+DNA mice had significantly prolonged survival compared to the mice treated with ATRA 
alone (P < 0.0001), (C) Kaplan-Meier survival curves of APL mice injected with high passage APL 
cells, treated with ATRA alone (n = 17, closed circles) or ATRA+DNA (n = 26, open circles). The 
reduced efficacy of the ATRA+DNA group may be due to the sensitivity of the DNA-induced 
response to the effects of the increasingly aggressive cells upon repeated passage possibly as a 
result of the acquisition of additional genetic events and/or the selection of more leukemia initiating 
cells. The differentiation effects of ATRA alone remain unchanged. Nevertheless, the ATRA+DNA 
mice had significantly prolonged survival compared to the mice treated with ATRA alone (P < 
0.0001). (D) Kaplan-Meier survival curves of ATRA treated mice (n = 12, close circle) and 
ATRA+FrC-treated mice (n = 12, open circle) The ATRA+FrC-treated mice did not confer (P = 
0.149) prolonged survival compared with the ATRA-treated mice showing that Fragment C is not 
sufficient for protection. 
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Figure S2. Eradication of APL by ATRA+DNA treatment - At the time of death the mice are 
underweight and lethargic with "rough" fur, some with increased PB white blood cells (WBCs) and 
reduced platelet counts (PLT). Bone marrow (BM) and organ sections show an increase in 
percentage of BM blasts and tissue invasion of livers and spleens. Differential blood counts were 
measured sequentially (Cell-Dyn, Abbott, Illinois, USA). (A) WBC (103/µl)  and  PLT  (103/µl)  on  days  
21, 36 and 60 are shown of ATRA- (closed circle) or ATRA+DNA- (open circle) treated mice ; each 
data point representing an individual mice with means shown. (B) On days 50–60 ATRA- (closed 
circles) or ATRA+DNA- (open circles) treated mice or long-term survivors (>120 days) of the 
ATRA+DNA group (inverted triangles) were sacrificed and hematoxylin and eosin stained BM 
smears were prepared. Percentage BM blasts of individual mice and means are shown. All 
comparisons between ATRA-treated and ATRA+DNA-treated  mice  were  done  using  Welch’s t-test. 
All mice who died before day 100 were autopsied and found to have large spleens indicative of 
disease. Mice sacrificed before day 100 had either small or large spleens depending on their 
disease states accompanied by either high or low platelet counts and low or high blast counts. All 
long term survivors sacrificed >120 shown in the figure had small spleens consistent with high 
platelet counts and complete remission.  

 

Figure S3. Increased CD3+CD4+ and CD3+CD8+ absolute counts correlate with improved survival -  
Periheral blood was sampled on day 21 from each APL mouse treated with either ATRA or 
ATRA+DNA.   Determination   of   T   lymphocyte   subsets   was   performed   by   staining   30   µl   of   whole  
blood with saturating amounts of anti-CD3 Ab conjugated to Phycoerythrin (PE), anti-CD4, anti-γδ  
TCR and anti-NK1.1 Ab conjugated to Fluorescein-Isothiocyanate (FITC), and anti-CD8a Ab 
conjugated to Peridinin Chlorophyll binding Protein (PerCP). The absolute number of 
CD3+CD4+ and CD3+CD8+ T cells was calculated by staining  30  µl  of  whole  blood  on  a  Trucount  
system with CD3-PE Ab, CD4-FITC and CD8-PerCP (all antibodies and Trucount were from 
Becton-Dickinson, Le Pont de Claix, France). Five thousand Trucount beads were then added to 
quantify the number of CD4+ and CD8+ cells. Flow cytometric analysis was performed immediately 
on a FACScan cytometer (CellQuest Becton-Dickinson). For each sample, 2000 microbeads were 
acquired. Correlations between CD3+/CD4+ absolute counts/mm3 (A) or CD3+/CD8+ absolute 
counts (B) and survival were tested using Pearson's correlation analysis (correlation coefficients 
(R2) were given with accompanying P values). Comparison between groups for CD3+/CD4+ (C) and 
CD3+/CD8+ (D) lymphocyte absolute counts were analyzed using the Welch's t-test. 
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Figure S4. T-cell infusions of both ATRA- and ATRA+DNA-treated mice do not significantly 
influence outcome compared with ATRA-treated mice without infusions - CD3+ T cells were 
isolated from spleens and lymph nodes of the either ATRA- or ATRA+DNA treated mice using an 
AutoMacs separator (Miltenyi, Aubum, CA) and injected (107 cells/recipient) intravenously into 
ATRA-treated recipients with relatively low CD3+/CD4+ cell counts (1066-2294) and the mice were 
followed by flow cytometry for the increase of the CD3+ T cells in peripheral blood 2 days after 
infusion and for survival. Kaplan-Meier survival curves of ATRA-infused (n = 6, closed circle) and 
ATRA+DNA-infused (n = 5, closed inverted triangle) leukemic mice with CD3+ T cells (107/recipient) 
on day 40 compared with ATRA-treated leukemic mice without T-cell infusion (n = 23, open circle). 
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Figure S5. Representative panels of degranulation assays - The degranulation assay detects the 
CD107a molecule on the effector cell surface when perforin and granzymes are excreted after 
stimulation by a specific target.15Effector (splenocytes) and targets cells were incubated at a 1:1 
ratio  (5  ×  105)  in  200  µl  of  culture  medium  (RPMI)  at  37°C  in  the  presence  of  10  µl  of  CD107a  FITC  
Ab (Becton Dickinson). After 1 hr, 0.1 µl  of  Protein  Transport   InhibitorTM (Becton Dickinson) was 
added  to  block  premature  degradation  of  the  conjugated  Ab  in  vesicles.  After  3  hours  at  37°C,  cells  
were washed, and incubated for 20 minutes with CD3-PE and CD8a-perCP antibodies. The 
percentage of CD8+CD107a+ subset was measured by flow cytometry, after gating on the 
CD3+ compartment and compared with the percentage of CD8+CD107a+ T cells in the absence of 
targets. The following controls were used : splenocytes from healthy FVB/N incubated alone (A), 
with syngeneic FVB/N Con A blasts (CBF), (B) or with APL cells (C) and splenocytes from leukemic 
mice incubated alone (D). Dot plots show percentages of CD8+CD107a+ cells gated on the CD3+T-
cell subset. Representative data from individual mice are shown. Splenocytes from four long-term 
survivors from ATRA+DNA- treated mice sacrificed at Days 148, 173, 180 and 215 and targets 
(CBF or APL cells) (E). 

 

Figure S6. Vaccinated mice produce TH - Effectors - (5   ×   105 splenocytes) from long-term 
survivors  from  APL  mice  treated  with  ATRA+DNA  (days  173,  180  and  235)  were  incubated  with  1  ×  
106 irradiated splenocytes from FVB/N (open squares) or irradiated APL cells (closed squares) in 
96-well  microtiter  plates  containing  200  µl  of  culture  medium  (RPMI).  Supernatants  were  collected  
after 48, 72 and 96 h and cytokine release was measured using a TH1/ TH2 cytokine bead array kit 
(CBA, PharMingen, Le Pont de Claix, France).Results after 48 h and 72 h are shown. 

 

http://bloodjournal.hematologylibrary.org/content/suppl/2010/02/26/blood-2007-08-109009.DC1/FigureS6.jpg
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Figure S7. Detection of T-cell responses in long-term survivors treated with ATRA+DNA - 
Splenocytes were harvested from ATRA+DNA-treated mice at day 148 following APL engraftment. 
APL cells or each of three different   peptides   (PML,   RARα   and   PML/RARα)   were   used   as  
stimulators. The numbers of spot-forming cells (SFC) secreting IFN-γ   were   assessed ex vivo by 
ELISPOT assay (methods as for legend to Fig. 2). Assays were done in triplicate; baseline 
responses without stimulation (none) are indicated. The mean values with standard deviations of 
SFC per million splenocytes are shown on the Y-axis. 
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Abstract  

Using an acute promyelocytic leukemia (APL) preclinical model, we show that oncogene–
specific PCR (Polymerase Chain Reaction)-based assays allow to evaluate the efficacy of 
immunotherapy combining all-trans retinoic acid (ATRA) and a DNA-based vaccine 
targeting the promyelocytic leukemia-retinoic acid receptor alpha (PML-RAR) oncogene. 
Kaplan-Meier survival analysis according to the peripheral blood PML-RARnormalized 
copy number (NCN) clearly shows that ATRA+DNA-treated mice with an NCN lower than 
10 (43 %) formed the group with a highly significant (p<0.0001) survival advantage. 
Furthermore, PCR assay was used to assess various tissues and organs for the presence 
of PML-RAR positive cells in minimal residual disease-free (NCN=0) long-term survivors 
(n=15). As expected, the majority of mice (n=10) had no measurable tissue level of PML-
RAR. However, five mice showed a weak positive signal in both the brain and spleen 
(n=2), in the brain only (n=2) and in the spleen only (n=1). Thus tracking the oncogene-
positive cells in minimal residual disease-free long-term survivors reveals for the first time 
that extramedullary PML-RARpositive cell reservoirs such as the brain may persist and 
be involved in relapses. 

Key words: APL, animal model, vaccination, MRD, ATRA, RT-qPCR 
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1. Introduction 
Preclinical mouse models of cancers are often required to validate novel therapeutic 
approaches and sensitive monitoring procedures are necessary to assess and quantify 
tumor regression or clearance. The transplantable transgenic mouse model of acute 
promyelocytic leukemia (APL) is a well characterized preclinical model which mimics 
human APL, both in its biological characteristics and its response to conventional 
therapeutic drugs such as all-trans retinoic acid (ATRA) and arsenic trioxide [1-3]. We 
have previously reported that a DNA-based vaccine targeted to the promyelocytic 
leukemia-retinoic acid receptor  (PML-RARfusion gene combined with ATRA has a 
pronounced effect on survival [4-6]. The aim of the study was to better characterize the 
efficacy of this treatment regimen and to determine molecular markers of clinical outcome. 
We established a minimal residual disease (MRD) monitoring based on the high sensitivity 
of detection of PML-RAR transcripts by Reverse Transcription quantitative Polymerase 
Chain Reaction (RT-qPCR) technology in APL mice based on the technique routinely 
used for the diagnosis, follow-up and prediction of disease evolution in APL patients [7,8]. 
We also aimed at tracking the presence of PML-RAR-positive cells in various tissues in 
long-term survivor mice. 

 

2. Materials and methods 
2.1. Animal model 

All procedures complied with national regulations on the use of animals for 
experimentation. Transgenic mice bearing the human PML-RARcDNA (BCR1) were 
previously constructed in FVB/N inbred strain of mice and a transplantable model was 
established in which 100 % of the mice die of the disease [1]. To allow reproducible APL 
development, we injected intravenously 104 APL spleen blast cells into 8- to 10-week old 
syngeneic recipients (FVB/N mice bred and maintained under pathogen free conditions in 
the  Département  d’Expérimentation  Animale, Institut  Universitaire  d’Hématologie,  
Université  Paris-Diderot). Establishment and follow up of leukemia was assessed by the 
appearance of high leucocyte and low platelet counts (CELL-DYN 3700, Abbott 
Laboratories, Chicago, IL, USA). We administered retinoic acid by subcutaneous 
implantation of 21-day release pellets containing 5 mg of ATRA (Innovative Research of 
America, Saratosa, FL, USA) as previously described [1,4]. For vaccination, we injected 
50 g of DNA (prepared as described in [4]) intramuscularly into the quadriceps of each 
mouse. As indicated in Figure 1, APL blast cells were injected on day 0, a week later 
ATRA pellets were introduced subcutaneously and the following day, DNA was injected 
intramuscularly at 20-day intervals for three cycles. For second transfer experiments, we 
injected 104 BM or SPL blast cells from untreated APL mouse or 107 BM or SPL cells from 
the ATRA+DNA-treated long term survivor into 2 (BM) or 3 (SPL) syngeneic (FVB/N) 
recipients. 

 

2.2. PML-RAR –specific PCR assays 
Total RNA was isolated from peripheral blood samples using TRIZOL LS® (Invitrogen, 
Carlsbad, CA, USA) or bone marrow samples using TRIZOL®  (Invitrogen) according to 
the  manufacturer’s  instructions.  Reverse  transcription  was  performed on total RNA using 
GeneAmp RNA PCR Core Kit (Applied Biosystems, Branchburg, NJ, USA). Five l of 
cDNA or plasmid dilutions were used for the subsequent qPCR reaction as described 
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previously [9]. Briefly, we used 1.25 U AmpliTaq Gold DNA polymerase, 0.5 U AmpErase 
uracil N-glycosylase (UNG), 200 M dATP, dCTP, dGTP, 400 M dUTP, forward and 
reverse primers (5’-GTCTTCCTGCCCAACAGCAACC-3’,  5’-
CTCACAGGCGCTGACCCCATAGT-3’) at 200 nM, specific TaqMan probe (5’-6FAM-
CAGCCCTCCCTCGCCACCCCCTCTA-TAMRA-3’) at 100 nM, in TaqMan Buffer A with 6 
mM MgCl2, in a final volume of 50 l. All the reagents were from Applied Biosystems, 
qPCR reactions were performed in an ABI7500 fast thermocycler (Applied Biosystems). 
After  2  min  at  50°C  to  allow  the  destruction  by  UNG  of  potential contaminant PCR 
products,  and  10  min  at  95°C  to  denaturate  UNG  and  activate  AmpliTaq  Gold,  the  
amplification  was  carried  out  by  50  cycles  at  95°C  for  15  s  and  65°C  for  1  min.  In  order  to  
correct variations linked to differences in the amount and quality of RNA the 18S rRNA 
gene, a ubiquitously expressed housekeeping gene, was used as reference gene (18S 
rRNA Endogenous Control primer and probe set, Applied Biosystems). The number of 
PML-RAR transcripts was normalized to 106 copies of 18S rRNA transcripts. Standard 
curves were performed using 10-fold serial dilutions of a plasmid containing the complete 
PML-RAR BCR1 cDNA. Each sample was analyzed in triplicate. The standard curve 
allowed us to interpolate the unknown copy number of specific cDNA in each sample. The 
sensitivity of our method allowed us to detect up to 1 PML-RAR-positive cell among 104 
negative cells (data not shown). In some experiments DNA was used instead of RNA 
because the transplanted leukemia cells contained the cDNA coding for PML-
RAR(BCR1). Then, single cell suspension (bone marrow, spleen) or tissue samples 
(skin, salivary glands, thymus, kidney, muscle, heart, spleen, liver and brain) were lysed 
using proteinase K (Invitrogen) and DNA was precipitated with ethanol after phenol-
chlorophorm-isoamyl alcohol (Invitrogen) extraction. One microgram of DNA was used for 
qPCR analysis using the same PML-RAR (BCR1) specific primer pair and Taq-Man 
probe as for cDNA. The gene encoding mouse -actin was used as an internal control. 
For -actin, following forward primer 5’-ACGGCCAGGTCATCACTATTG-3’,  reverse  
primer 5’- CAAGAAGGAAGGCTGGAAAAGA-3’  and  Taq-Man probe 5’-6FAM-
CAACGAGCGGTTCCGATGCCCT-TAMRA-3’  were  used. All assays were run in 
triplicate. Amplification of at least two of three replicates with PML-RAR Ct  values  ≤  40 
(threshold 0.1) was required to define result as PCR positive. There were no significant 
differences in the Ct values of housekeeping genes 18S rRNA or -actin between various 
organs or tissues and between PML-RAR negative and positive samples. 

 

3. Results and discussion 
3.1. Assessment of leukemic clearance by RT-qPCR assay to monitor disease 
development and to predict clinical outcome 

Syngeneic mice transplanted with the spleen cells from APL transgenic mice expressing a 
2 853 bp of the human PML-RARcDNA (BCR1) develop an APL [1]. These APL mice 
were treated by ATRA alone (n=55), combined with PML-RARFrC DNA-based vaccine 
(n=94) or left untreated (n=65). To monitor the PML-RAR-positive cell clearance, RNA 
was isolated from peripheral blood (PB) samples and standardized MRD monitoring 
protocol was applied. Thus we show that in this model, disease status is well reflected by 
PB platelet counts and PML-RAR transcript levels (Fig. 1A-C). 

Treatment with ATRA alone controls disease up to 50 days when relapses are seen with 
the recurrence of thrombopenia and detectable levels of PB PML-RAR transcripts (Fig. 
1B). Survival of APL mice treated by the combination ATRA+DNA is significantly 
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(p=0.0002) superior to that of mice treated by ATRA alone [4,6] (Fig. 1D). Treatment with 
ATRA+DNA prolongs PML-RAR negative life span up to 60 days (Fig. 1C) correlating 
with the achieved survival advantage (Fig. 1D). 

 

Interestingly, of the ATRA-treated mice still alive on day 60 (n=21), 15 mice (71 %) had 
PML-RAR normalized copy number (NCN)>100, 6 mice (29 %) an NCN between 10-100 
and none an NCN<10 (Fig. 1E). In contrast, in the ATRA+DNA-treated mice still alive on 
day 60 (n=35), 11 mice (31 %) had NCN>100, 9 (26 %) an NCN between 10-100 and 15 
mice (43 %) an NCN<10. Kaplan-Meier analysis of APL mice survival according to the 
stratification based on PML-RAR NCN clearly indicates that in ATRA+DNA-treated mice 
those with RT-qPCR results lower than 10 NCN (43 %) constituted the group with a 
significant survival advantage (p<0.0001) confirming thus the therapeutic benefit of the 
combined therapy. Therefore, monitoring PB cells by RT-qPCR analysis of PML-RAR 
offers a measurable evaluation of disease control during treatment pointing up the power 
of minimal disease quantitative assessment to differentiate therapeutic strategies in 
preclinical mouse models as well as in patients [7,10]. 

 

Furthermore, it is well known that in this preclinical model, suboptimal ATRA treatment 
leads to differentiation of APL cells and complete remission but relapses always occur and 
no cure is achieved with any mice alive after 120 days [3,4,6]. On the contrary in the 
ATRA+DNA-treated groups, 30 % of the mice are still alive with blood cell counts and 
spleen sizes within the normal range (data not shown) and referred to as long-term 
survivors (LTS) [4,6] (Fig. 1D, E). In order to further assess tumor burden, LTS mice were 
sacrificed at different time intervals (Table 1). RNA was isolated from PB and bone 
marrow (BM) samples and the standardized MRD monitoring protocol was applied (Table 
1). Our data show the absence of cells expressing PML-RAR transcripts in PB and BM in 
all LTS tested suggesting a complete molecular remission. When we inoculated 107 of 
MRD-free BM or spleen cells originating from ATRA+DNA-treated LTS (n=6) into 
secondary recipients (n=30), none of the injected mice developed APL (followed up > 200 
days). Injection of 104 BM or spleen cells from untreated APL mice was however sufficient 
to establish APL and all recipients died between 25 and 37 days after inoculation (Table 
1). 

 

3.2. Assessment of tissue clearance of APL cells 
The combined results of MRD monitoring and absence of leukemia in secondary 
transplanted mice strongly suggest that the leukemia-initiating cells (LIC) of this mouse 
model are targeted by ATRA+DNA combined therapy. We have investigated the involved 
immune responses [6] and we attributed the anti-leukemic effect to CD4-mediated 
response as depletion of CD4+ T-cells in LTS leads to relapse and death of all mice within 
3 months. Thus the immune responses elicited by ATRA+DNA vaccine may control either 
residual PML-RAR leukemic cells or PML-RAR LIC as none are detectable in PB and 
BM of LTS. These previously published results [6] have prompted us to track PML-RAR-
positive cells in the other organs and tissues. We took advantage of the presence of PML-
RAR cDNA transgene in the transplanted leukemia cells and used genomic DNA as 
template for a qPCR assay. Using DNA as an alternative to RNA enabled us to use 10 
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times more template in order to increase the detection rates of leukemic cells potentially 
including also the quiescent ones. Various tissues were examined such as skin, salivary 
glands, thymus, kidney, muscle, heart (data not shown), spleen, liver, lung and brain 
(Table 1) in LTS (n=15) and APL controls (n=3). Only 5 mice were positive: 4 mice with a 
weak positive signal in the brain (2 of these mice had also a weak signal in spleen) and 
one mouse with only a weak signal in the spleen (Table 1). Thus the efficacy of 
ATRA+DNA vaccine may lie in the control by a CD4-mediated immune response of 
leukemic cells which are not detectable in PB and BM but may reside in the brain or 
spleen. 

 

Interestingly, although the most common site of relapse in APL patients is the BM, cases 
of extramedullary (EM) relapses are observed [11]. The occurrence of EM disease has 
long been considered a rare event in APL patients treated with chemotherapy alone, 
whereas this phenomenon has been increasingly reported in the ATRA era [12]. Central 
nervous system (CNS) is the preferential site of EM involvement in APL. EM relapse, 
including the CNS, can occur either in isolation or associated with BM involvement [13], 
though ATRA has been documented to cross the blood-brain barrier and to be efficient in 
glioblastomas and neuroblastomas [14,15]. 

 

4. Conclusion 
Our study underlines the strong potential of the APL preclinical model to validate and 
optimize therapeutic treatments. We have applied PCR-based techniques allowing us to 
track the leukemic cells in long term survivors obtained by immunotherapy combining 
ATRA and DNA-based vaccine targeting the PML-RAR fusion gene. Our results show 
that in a complete molecular response assessed on peripheral blood and bone marrow, 
extramedullary PML-RAR positive cell reservoirs such as the brain may persist and be 
involved in relapses. Targeting these reservoirs of residual or leukemia-initiating cells 
should be the goal of the future therapeutic regimens in APL. 
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FIGURE LEGEND 

Figure 1. Follow up of PML-RAR transcripts in APL mice is consistent with platelet 
counts and is of prognostic value. FVB/N mice were injected intravenously with 104 
APL cells on day 0 and were left untreated (A), treated with ATRA alone (B) or in 
combination with PML-RAR-FrC DNA vaccine (C). ATRA (5mg) was administered on 
day 7 by subcutaneous implantation of 21-day release pellet. Effect of ATRA is depicted 
by dotted lines in panels (B) and (C). DNA vaccination was injected intramuscularly 
(50g/leg) on days 8, 28 and 48 as indicated by black arrows in panel (C). Peripheral 
blood samples were collected during the lifespan of untreated mice or until day 60 in 
ATRA- and ATRA+DNA-treated group. PML-RARtranscripts and platelet (PLT) counts 
were examined in each sample. Results are expressed as normalized copy number 
(NCN) of PML-RARtranscripts per 106 18S rRNA copies. Each point represents mean 
value of at least 3 individuals, error bars represent SD. PLT counts per microliter of 
peripheral blood were determined by automated counting, results are shown as individual 
values. Gray rectangular box in panels (A-C) represents values obtained from non-
leukemic FVB/N mice. (D) Kaplan-Meier survival analysis of ATRA- (open diamonds, 
n=21), ATRA+DNA-treated (closed circles, n=35) or untreated (open circles, n=18) mice. 
(E) Mice treated with ATRA alone or ATRA+DNA were grouped according to the level of 
NCN at day 60 after leukemia engraftment (ATRA NCN>100 open circles; ATRA 
10<NCN>100 open diamonds; ATRA+DNA NCN>100 closed circles; ATRA+DNA 
10<NCN>100 closed diamonds; ATRA+DNA NCN<10 closed squares, p<0.0001). 
Survival was analyzed by the Kaplan-Meier method; comparison between groups was 
analyzed by log-rank tests. Number of individuals within each group is given in table 
(inset). 
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Table 1. Investigation of long-term survivors 

Treat-ment Mouse 
No. 

Sac. 
(Day) 

  PML-RAR                  
RNA   PML-RAR                                                                                 

DNA   2nd Transfer 

 PB BM  SPL BRAIN LIVER LUNG  
Transferred 

cells 
Diseased Survival 

(Days) /Total 

no 

9457 12  neg 0.07  0.58 neg 0.01 0.03  n.d.   
9460 22  167.29 5.92  238.14 0.82 124.09 19.83  n.d.   

9485 33  203.05 9.38  297.47 2.65 767.81 68.75  BM 12/12 29 - 37 

    SPL 12/12 25 - 32 

A
TR

A
+D

N
A 

5530 131  neg neg   neg neg neg neg  BM 0/2 > 200 

  SPL 0/3 > 200 

5584 151  neg neg  neg neg neg neg  BM 0/2 > 200 

  SPL 0/3 > 200 

5585 172  neg neg  neg neg neg neg  BM 0/2 > 200 

  SPL 0/3 > 200 

4084 326  neg neg  neg n.d. n.d. n.d.  BM 0/2 > 200 

  SPL 0/3 > 200 

5516 411  neg neg  neg neg neg neg  BM 0/2 > 200 

  SPL 0/3 > 200 

5581 427  neg neg  neg neg neg neg  BM 0/2 > 200 

  SPL 0/3 > 200 

9540 148  neg neg  neg neg neg neg  n.d.   
4944 235  neg neg  neg neg neg neg  n.d.   
6828 243  neg neg  0.03 0.11 neg neg  n.d.   
7089 243  neg neg  0.01 0.01 neg neg  n.d.   
4086 336  neg neg  neg n.d. n.d. n.d.  n.d.   
4081 344  neg neg  neg n.d. n.d. n.d.  n.d.   
5293 473  neg neg  neg 0.12 neg neg  n.d.   
5565 498  neg neg   neg 0.02 neg neg  n.d.   
5537 516   neg neg   0.02 neg neg neg   n.d.     

 

Mice were sacrificed (sac) at indicated day and samples obtained from peripheral blood (PB) 
and bone marrow (BM) were examined for the presence of PML-RARa transcript (RNA) 
and spleen (SPL) and other organs (BRAIN, LIVER and LUNG) for the presence of PML-
RARa DNA (DNA). Positive results are expressed as numbers and indicate PML-RARa 
normalized to housekeeping gene as decribed in Materials and Methods. Three 
representative individual APL mice from the untreated experimental group are shown as 
positive controls. Not done (n.d.) 
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5. Discussion 
 

Results obtained during our particular studies are discussed at the end of the 

enclosed publications or the submitted manuscript. In this chapter, we focused on 

discussion regarding questions of more general character. 

 

5.1. Relevance of our mouse model: from mice to men 
Modelling human disease in the mouse has become an essential activity in 

biomedical research in order to explore molecular mechanisms underlying pathological 

conditions as well as to determine in vivo the consequences of aberrant gene function. Due 

to the already advanced characterization of the molecular basis of many haematological 

disorders, the modelling of leukemia has reached an even greater relevance. The acute 

promyelocytic leukemia mouse model, which bears the human PML-RAR (Brown et al. 

1997) is such an example. Mouse of this model develop leukemia, which mirror 

characteristic features of human APL with only a slight differences, such as splenomegaly, 

that is only rarely observed in patients. We used the syngenic transplantable mouse model 

described in detail in the chapter 1.9. (Current state of our preclinical model knowledge). 
This model has proven to be a very robust and reproducible in vivo system (Lallemand-

Breitenbach et al. 1999, Kogan 2000). With 104 dose of leukemia blast cells, all of the 

mice developed APL and if untreated, all died in about 4 weeks with only few individual 

variations (Padua et al. 2003, Publication 2, 3). 

 

In human APL, detection of PML-RAR fusion by qPCR based techniques is 

routinely used for diagnosis and for minimal residual disease follow up. In our APL mouse 

model such a technique was missing in the host laboratory. As a marker of disease, blood 

cell counts were used to reflect the disease progression or prolonged survival was used as 

marker of treatment efficiency. One of the aims of my work was to implement a sensitive 

technique, which would allow to monitor disease progression. Presence of the human 

PML-RAR transgene (cDNA) in mouse leukemic cells enabled to use a very similar 

system as in patients. However, some modifications were needed as regard of available 

blood sample volume. Applying this modified technique to our mouse model, we reached 

comparable sensitivity of detection of one APL cell among 104 normal cells (Publication 
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3). Moreover, using DNA as a template for qPCR allowed us to use 10 times more 

template increasing thus significantly the sensitivity of the detection of residual or 

initiating leukemic cells (Publication 3). Other non-invasive possibility to follow in vivo 

eradication of leukemic cells, such as bioluminescence imaging, was used in this model by 

Nasr and colleagues (Nasr et al. 2008). 

 

Another feature, underlying the relevance of our APL model is the fact that mouse 

APL cells like human APL cells undergo differentiation in response to retinoic acid 

treatment (Brown et al. 1997, Padua et al. 2003, Publication 2, 3). Mouse as well as human 

APL cells respond to arsenic (Lallemand-Breitenbach et al. 1999). Thus, our APL model 

represents a well established and thoroughly validated preclinical model and might be now 

used for testing of various novel therapies, including our combined immunotherapy (Padua 

et al. 2003, Publication 2, 3). 

 

5.2. Does combined therapy established cancer-immune equilibrium? 
Many studies in patients and mice have convincingly documented that the immune 

system plays a crucial role in the control of carcinogenesis. Theory of interaction between 

the immune system and transforming cancer cells has been formulated by R. Schreiber, G. 

P.  Dunn  and  L.  J.  Old  in  the  “Cancer  immunosurveillance  and  immunoediting  hypothesis”.  

The authors propose to distinguish three distinct stages in the process of cancer evolution – 

the   three  E’s of cancer immunoediting: elimination, equilibrium and escape (Dunn et al. 

2002, 2004).  

 

In the elimination phase, both innate and adaptive immune system components are 

important for recognition and elimination of cancer cells. That adaptive immune system is 

capable of immunologically recognize APL cells, has been previously shown in a mouse 

model of APL (Padua et al. 2003, Pollock et al. 2005). However, this recognition is not 

sufficient to successfully clear the leukemic cells. Treatment of APL mice with ATRA 

(Brown et al. 1997, Padua et al. 2003, Publication 2, 3) or in our preclinical model by 

immunotherapy combining ATRA and DNA vaccination resulted in a survival advantage 

(Padua et al. 2003). 
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Our aim was to assess and characterize the mechanisms involved in elimination 

phase induced by the ATRA alone or ATRA+DNA combined immunotherapy. In our first 

study (Publication 1), we reported the presence of antibodies recognizing both PML-

RAR and RAR in the sera of ATRA-treated mice. In order to evaluate this humoral 

response, we determined the prevalence of anti-RAR antibodies in a cohort of APL mice 

treated by ATRA and showed that in APL mice, significantly higher antibody levels were 

observed at the latest time points. Furthermore, immunoglobulin isotype switching of these 

antibodies from IgM to IgG occurred in these later phases. We have shown for the first 

time that RAR–specific antibodies can also be observed in APL patients after the 

treatment including ATRA (Publication 1).  

 

Even thought it was shown that mice producing antibodies have the survival 

advantage (Padua et al. 2003, Publication 1), the mechanism of antibody action in the anti-

leukemic effect and contribution of ATRA therapy to this effect are not yet fully 

understood. In AML, antibodies against the Wilms tumor gene 1 (WT1) antigen, a 

leukemia-associated antigen, were identified in 15-25% of patients (Gaiger et al. 2000, 

Elisseeva et al. 2002). Cancer-associated humoral autoimmunity thus seems to be a 

common phenomenon, even though autoimmune disease is uncommon in these patients. It 

is not clear, whether antibody response is involved in protective immunity and contributes 

actively to the elimination of leukemic cells or can only be taken as a marker of anti-

leukemic responses. 

 

Humoral immune responses as well as immunoglobulin isotype class switching 

from IgM to IgG generally requires T-cell help. Moreover, B cells are not only the 

antibody producing cells, but are also important antigen presenting cells that can capture 

antigen through their antigen–specific receptor and can contribute to the development of 

class I and class II restricted T cell responses. T cell responses based on helper T cells and 

cytotoxic T lymphocytes are more potent in the elimination phase and disease control. 

Strong evidence for the efficient action of T lymphocytes against leukemic cells provides 

eradication of leukemic cells after donor lymphocytes infusions by which the complete 

remission can be achieved (Kolb et al. 2004). 
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We have shown (Publication 2) that treatment with ATRA combined with specific 

immunotherapy protocol based on PML-RAR-targeted DNA vaccine can enhance the 

clearance of APL cells and CD4+ and CD8+ subsets of T lymphocytes are essential for the 

DNA vaccine driven anti-leukemic effect. We have demonstrated (Publication 2) the 

specific cytotoxic and degranulation activation of CD8+ T-cells as well as the IFN- 

production in response to APL. Our study reveals for the first time that APL cells can be 

immunologically recognized and cleared by adaptive immune system mechanisms and that 

protective immunity can be generated by ATRA+DNA treatment in the mouse model of 

APL. Efficacy of PML-RAR targeted DNA vaccine in an anti-leukemic effect was shown 

in two other studies (Pollock et al. 2005, Cen et al. 2010).  

 

Furthermore, we have shown that treatment with ATRA combined with specific 

immunotherapy based on PML-RAR-targeted DNA vaccine can enhance the clearance of 

APL cells and can bring mice into the complete remission – the state in which PML-RAR 

transcripts can not be detected in peripheral blood or bone marrow samples and even 

transplantation of the bone marrow or spleen cells from the long-term survivors into the 

second recipients did not provoke the disease (Publication 3).  

 

If the process of cancer cell elimination is successfully completed, there is no need 

of any progression to the subsequent phases. However, in case that any tumor cell is 

resistant to elimination and survives, it is considered to have entered into the equilibrium 

phase (Bhatia and Kumar 2011). The equilibrium phase involves continuous elimination of 

tumor cells and it is believed that it is maintained by adaptive immunity. The adaptive T 

cells are the key players in the maintenance of this dormant status (Bhatia and Kumar 

2011). Equilibrium phase could be the longest of the three phases of cancer immunoediting 

and may last many years without any sign of the disease. Such examples in clinic can give 

the two cases of the fatal melanoma that has been transferred in donated kidneys. The 

organ appeared cancer free at the time of harvest. The donor had been treated for primary 

melanoma 16 years before the dead, but was considered tumor free at the time of organ 

donation. Immunosuppresion given after the transplantation facilitated the rapid and 

progressive outgrowth of the tumors that were maintained in the equilibrium phase by 

donor’s intact immune system (MacKie et al. 2003). 
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The state of equilibrium can be abolished by a physical, chemical or genetic insult, 

giving rise to a progressive disease. We have tried to experimentally simulate this insult by 

depleting CD4+ or CD8+ T-cells using CD4- or CD8-specific monoclonal antibody in 

minimal residual free long-term survivor mice. Interestingly, only depletion of CD4+ T 

cells resulted in relapse and death of all the mice suggesting the incomplete elimination of 

leukemic cells and pointing to CD4+ T cells being the key players in the maintenance of 

durable remission (Publication 2). We have thus experimentally proven the cancer-immune 

equilibrium phase.  

 

5.3. Residual leukemic cells: where do they hide? 
Our next challenge was to find where do the leukemic cells hide during the 

equilibrium phase. The sensitive technique based on the qPCR detection of PML-RAR 

DNA enabled us to track leukemic cells in various organs and tissues. The weakly positive 

signal revealed that spleen and brain might be a possible reservoir of residual leukemic 

cells in our APL preclinical model (Publication 3). 

 

In APL patients, the most common site of relapse is the bone marrow. However, 

cases of extramedullary (EM) relapses have been reported in the last few years (Liso et al. 

1998, Evans and Grimvade 1999, Ko et al. 1999, Bae et al. 2004, Akoz et al. 2007). 

Interestingly, central nervous system (CNS) is found to be the preferential site of 

extramedullary involvement in APL patients and at least 10% of relapses involve the CNS 

(Evans and Grimwade 1999). EM relapse, including the CNS, can occur either in isolation 

- during cytologic and molecular hematologic remission (Liso et al. 1998, de Botton et al. 

2006, Akoz et al. 2007) or associated with BM involvement as a first relapse, and also after 

one or more hematologic relapses.  

 

The occurrence of EM disease has long been considered a rare event in APL 

patients treated with chemotherapy alone, whereas this phenomenon has been increasingly 

reported in the ATRA era (Liso et al. 1998, Specchia et al. 2001). The question arises as to 

whether treatment of APL with ATRA predisposes patients to the development of EM 

disease (Specchia et al. 2001, Bae et al. 2004). This question is still open, as various trials 

have shown contrasting results (Pacilli et al. 2010). Two possible explanations can be 
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considered. One theory is that ATRA-induced differentiation of APL blasts is accompanied 

by up-regulation of cellular adhesion molecules such as CD56 and CD13 on malign cells 

and by increasing secretions of cytokines from these cells resulting in increased infiltration 

capability of APL blasts across the blood brain barrier. Another theory is that it is the 

consequence of the prolonged survival allowing disease progression from cells hidden in 

sites inaccessible to the treatment (Specchia et al. 2001). 

 

Our conclusions made on preclinical model of APL point to the question of CNS 

prophylaxis, which might be considered for high-risk APL patients (Bakst et al. 2011) or 

for a more dose-intensive chemotherapy, which may reduce systemic tumor burden and 

decrease the risk of seeding of APL cells in the CNS. Isolated extramedullary relapse also 

suggests that the tumor cells acquire complex abnormal genetic changes that allow 

leukemic progenitors or stem cells proliferate outside the bone marrow environment 

(Tirado et al. 2010), giving them opportunity to acquire one of the many known escape 

mechanisms. 

 

5.4. DNA vaccination in cancer: impact and challenge? 
The use of naked plasmid DNA as vaccine to elicit the immune responses against 

cancer  provides  a  variety  of  practical  benefits  for  large-scale vaccine production that is not 

easily manageable with other forms of vaccines. The advantages of DNA vaccines are that 

they can be manufactured in a relatively cost-effective manner, stored with relative ease, 

eliminating the need of series of refrigerating required to maintain the stability of the 

vaccine during its distribution (Kutzler and Weiner 2008). 

 

Some issues have been raised regarding the safety of DNA vaccines. One of them is 

the development of autoimmunity. Preclinical studies in non-human primates and early 

studies in humans did not detect increased levels of anti-nuclear or anti-DNA antibodies 

and participants of clinical trials of DNA vaccine therapies are followed for possible signs 

and symptoms of autoimmunity. No convincing evidence of autoimmunity has been 

reported in association with DNA vaccines (Liu 2011). Other issue is the potential of 

integration of DNA plasmid vaccine into host genome, which can have adverse 

consequences in terms of host safety. Analysis of DNA repeats in bacterial plasmids 
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revealed the high recombination potential of multiple repetitive elements contained within 

the plasmid vectors, pointing out to the careful designing of DNA vaccines for human 

trials (Oliveira et al. 2010). On the other hand, DNA vaccines that are currently tested do 

not show any relevant levels of integration into host genome (Liu 2011).  

Another issue concerns the antibiotic resistance. Antibiotic resistance gene is the 

part of the DNA vaccine backbone and there might be the possibility that resistance to the 

same antibiotic will be introduced to participants of clinical trials and transferred into 

carried bacteria, so that only antibiotic resistance genes should be restricted to those that 

are not commonly used to treat human infections (e.i. kanamycin) (Kutzler and Weiner 

2008).  

 

DNA vaccines have been well established in animal models, however low 

immunogenicity is the major problem when using DNA vaccines in large animal models 

and humans. Several approaches have been investigated, including plasmid design, 

immunomodulatory molecules, and delivery techniques to develop rationally-designed 

DNA vaccines (Fioretti et al. 2010). Despite that findings made on preclinical APL model 

illustrate the potential for applying this immunotherapy approach in the treatment of APL, 

low uptake of DNA can be a limiting factor for use in humans. A promising strategy could 

be electroporation, which in primates increases the level of the response (Luckay et al. 

2007). To achieve positive clinical results, optimally designed vaccine should be 

administered in a good timing. We propose the phase of remission or the rising disease 

when   the   tumor  burden   is   low  and  patient’s   immunocompetence   restored  after   treatment  

with chemotherapy. 
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